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Murray, Ky ., Tuesday Afternoon, July 18, 1978

In Our 99th Year

Volume 99 No. 167

15e Per Copy

Firefighters Back At Work

City Schools
Undergoing
Renovation

Louisville Strike Ends

Tom Little, spokesman for the
National Guard, said that troops were
- pulled out as -soon as the ratification
By KAYE PEEBLES
was official.
"We're going home — now," he said.
. Students in the Murray city schools
According to union lawyer Herb
may be In for somewhat of a shock
Segal, the agreement calls for firemen
when school reconvenes in August.
withlive years experience to receive a
School students will be looking at
$1,600 raise in annual wages, to about
newly painted classrooms and lockers
$12,700. Sergeants would receive $1,693
in Murray Middle and students in both
and captains $2,100.
Carter, Robertson. and the Middle
In addition, firemen working 40-hour
air
in
be
going to school
school will
weeks would receive a 8350 bonus and a
canditioned comfort. Students at
group of 17 firemen mould receive a
•
Murray High will also see some
$500 bonus.
changes in the looks of that school.
The tentative contract was approved
Workers are in the process of putting
in a pre-dawn vote today after firemen
air conditioning in all buildings.
heard union leaders explain the terms
Murray Middle and Carter will have
of the agreement
• newly painted walls, and Robertson has
The first to cast ballots were mema new paint job outside.
bers of the third shift, the unit which
AIR CONDITIONER OPENING—Kenneth Cleaver breaks an opening for
All ceilings in Murray Middle, which
an air conditioning unit at Murray Middle's art building. School Officials
went to work today. After voting, that
occupies the block between Poplar and
SerSocial
for
and
Bureau
the
State,
saving device. The work is
energy
headed toward the fire houses
group
an
as
units
conditioning
air
single
chose
Prevention
Ainajor workshop on the
Main near Murray-Calloway County
vices in the Purchase Area; and is open
because, Ennis said,"I want to get you
Murray School System Schools.
all
of
renovation
Murray
extensive
of
at
an
of
part
held
Child
be
will
Abuse
• Hospital, will be lowered, carpeting
to all professionals in the human serback tl work as soon as possible."
Photos By Kaye Peelsies
State University Thursday, July 20,
installed in part of the building and
vices and to the general public.
The .city and negotiators for the
from
9
5:00
to
a.m.
p.m.
vinly floors will be laid in the remaining
This intensive all day conference will
striking firemen reached a tentative
The
is
workshop
by
being.sponsored
starts.
rooms by the time school
feature Mrs. Kathy Jonas, Coordinator
agreement just after Midnight.
the Kentucky Welfare Association, the
for Parents Anonymous in North
Segal said the secret negotiations had
-inbe
will
treads
stair
Murray
addition,
In
Division of Social Work at
Carolina. Mrs. Jonas, a P.A. parent
been going .on since noon Monday in a
stalled and lockers will be painted a
herself, will comment on all aspects of
Louisville motel room.
variety of colors.
child abuse but will stress child abuse
"We feel this is ,a fair agreement,"
A new display case and trophy case
from a parent's perspective and ef- Segal said. "We think the city has at
are being built at Murray High School.
fective intervention for families where
last negotiated in good faith."
According to Murray City School
child abuse exists.
He added: "We feel that we fought
Superintendent Robert Guth- Jeffrey,
Featured along with Mrs. Jonas will
the good fight. In any strike situation,
future plans include installing
be Mrs. Jo Curris, a practicing attorney
U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
nobody wins ... but we're glad we've gut
fluorescent lights in both elementary
in this area, Dr. Charlene Robinson of the agreement we wanted. We're glad
today announced the Department of
• buildings, lowering ceilings and
Mayfield, and Mrs. Lois Smith, it's over."
Instruction and Learning at Murray
building ramps and maintaning the
Teamleader McCracken County Social
State University has been awarded a
paint program.
grant of ;101,545 by the Department of
Services.
Two special films which focus on the
Health, Education and Welfare, Office
Insulation and new roofing
use and place of Parents Anonymous
of Education.
Installed in part of the buildings, Jefgroups,-will he shown.
Funds will be used for a teacher corps
frey said.
A $5 registration fee is being asked
program.
includes lunch at the University
which
to
is
of
program
The
this
purpose
The summer's work at the middle
Cafeteria. Students will not be required
colleges and universities to
encourage
school complete a long term project of
INSTALLING UNDERGROUND WIRING—Hollis Pate, operations superinto pay for the workshop but will. be
broaden their programs of teacher
Murray City Police today are obrenovation of the entire building.- An
tendent, and Danny Johnson, both with Murray Electric System, are shown
asked to pay for their own lunch.
preparation and to provide programs of
taining warrants for a Tennessee man,
open house for the public to view the
For further information contact Dr.
installing electrical conduit underground at Carter School, the part of an
raining and re-training for teachers
charged in connection with taking a
completed facility will be held in the
Mark
Singer, at 762-6461 or Miss
extensive summer renovation program an in Murray School Sysient.
and teacher aides, according to a
car from the Storeys Food Giant
fall.
Roberta Hart at 247-4711.
_A spokesman.
writing lot Monday afternoon.
Tennessee authorities apprehended
the suspect, 22-year-old Larry C.
Chamberlain of Memphis, and according to a spokesman for Murray
Police Department, the -man-was -apOne Section-12 Pages
parently an escapee from a Memphis
and quantity of soil, water, and related
correctional facility.
help the U.S. Soil Conservation Service
Calloway County residents will be
resources, such as wildlife habitat; the
Murray's Little League All Stars will face Marshall
The spokesman said the car
called upon within the next month to (SCS) direct programs in the natural
ability of these resources to meet
County's squad today at 6:30 p.m. after belting three
Chamberlain allegedly took belonged to
voice their concerns over the county's
resource.field,' Wilson explained. "We
current and future demands; changes
home runs to defeat Fulton 8-5 in sub-division tournament
natural resources base, according to
can actually help set the needs and
Sharon McConnell of 1713 Plainview,
in resource conditions because of past
action in Benton last night. See details about the game in
Murray, an employee of Storeys Food
Albert Wilson, Calloway County Con- establish goals for the Department of
uses; the costs and benefits of altertoday's sports section, pages 6 and 7.
Agriculture's programs."
Giant. Police said _the auto was apservation District chairman.
native soil and water conservation
parently taken between 11:30 a.m. and
"Our vanishing natural resources,
The meting will be sponsored by the
practices; and alternative irrigation
are they an American tragedy or an
1 p.m. Monday.
Calloway County Conservation District
techriqiues and their effects on conThe spokesman said Murray Police
American opportunity, that is one of the
and the U. S. Soil Conservation Service.
servation and environment.
This opportunity to help plan USDA
received a later report of a man driving
questions we must be asking ourselves
At the August 1 meeting we will
4,5 - Building Pages
a car matching the description who,
today," Wilson said.
programs is a result of the Resources
gather information, concerns and
9,10,11 Classifieds
"We are losing valuable farmland
stopped in New Concord. and fled
Conservation Act. It requires public
comments from resource-related
9
Comics
without paying for some gas.
daily, wildlife habitat is disappearing. participation and involvement in setgroups, clubs, and individuals in
9
Clear to partly cloudy tonight
Crosswords
Tennessee authorities were notified
ting the needs and goals for soil and
our streams are being polluted from
Calloway County," Wilson said. "Our
and Wednesday with a slight
•—
Dear Abby
and the man was later arrested in
sediment ancithe problems of roadbank
water conservation.
concerns will then be combined with
12
chance of thunderstorms on
Deathe & Funerals
erosion are mounting," he pointed out.
The Resources C,onservatir Act
Camden, the Pollee spokesman said.
from other counties in the
comments
natural
Wednesday. Lows tonight in the
Galley
the
says
Garrott's
"These- type of concerns. Wilson
requires USDA to appraise
state and sent to the Department of
2
60s to low 70s. Highs WednesHoroscope
will most assuredly be brought out
resources on all proviate land, develop
Agriculture.
day in the low 90s. Winds southe_
needs,
Inside Report
the
a 5-year program to meet
during these meetings."'
More information on thitmeet ng and
3
erly to 15 miles an hour
Let's Stay Well
and evaluate progress every year. The
The first public meeting to record
Resources Conservation Act is
the
appraisal
2,3
tonight. Rain chances 20 perLocal Scene
opinions, trends, and needs for natural first 5-year program with the
available at the Calloway County
8
cent Wednesday.
Opinion Page
resources will be held-AVM 1,at 6:30 must be submitted to the Congress by
67
Conservation District Office or the Soil
Sports
p.m. in the Murray State University December 31, 1979.
Conservation Service office in the Bel
The resources Conservation Act
Exposition Center.
By ()WEN ULLMANN
. What we learn at this meeting will requires a determination of the quality , Aire Shopping Center.
'
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With a
possible mail strike three days off, the
U.S. Postal Service and three unions
are for the first time confronting headon the major obstacles to a- new contract.
There was no indication, however.
1970. When he came to the Murray
Convention.
Baptist
Math
Southern
any progress was being made on
that
his
At
present
in
is
guest
Dr.
Chiles
the
as
dppears
.Dr. Chiles
The Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor
such key issues as wages, job security
year of service as trustee of the Golden
it had 1,219 menibers, and when
church,
speaker on numerous programs in
emeritus of the First Baptist Church,
Dr. Chiles first came to Murray on
and compulsory overtime.
Gate Baptist Theological•Seminary in
he retired, the membership was 1,862
Murray, was elected for the second
in
1, 1948 as pastor of the First
Aug.
meetings
denominational
various
A source close to the negotiations said
California, which is one of the so(
the church
pastorate
his
During
straight year as "Teacher of the Year"
Murray. retiring in
Church,
groups
Baptist
the
Ministerial
by
states.
different
two sides met untll late Monday
operated
the
owned
seminaries
and
and
building
added the educational
by members of'the student body at one
frequently • invite him to conduct
night, discussing a bitter dispute over a
enlarged the auditorium and added the
of the four schools in the Southern
seminars for them.
no-layoff clause that the unions won in
Seminary,
balcony. He served as moderator of the
Theological
Baptist
Each week Dr. Chiles writes com1973 and insist on retaining in the new
Blood River Baptist Associallon in 19511.ouisville.
ments on the International Sunday
accord. The Postal Service wants to
52, and has served as clerk since 1960.
Dr. Chiles, for the last two years, has .
School lessons which are published in
eliminate the provision.
The Murray pastor has one of the best
been serving as professor of New
which...are
of
most
186
periodicals,
But the bargainers did not discuss
B.
his
received
libraries in the area. He
Testament Interpretation sitiline of the
secular newspapers with a circiiTaTiOn
wages, on which their remains vast
A. from Georgetown College, his Masschools in the seminary.
of considerably more than 500 copies In
disagreement, said the source.
ter in Theology from Southern Baptist
Near the close of the school year.1976the very near future he will complete
While the two sides had stated then
77, he was elected to the ''teacher of the
Theological Seminary, his Doctor of
producing
in
years
twenty-right
in initial discussions thre)
Barpositions
College.
Divinity from Union
year" honor by private ballot, and was
comments of this nature.
months ago. Monday's session marked
bourville, in 1947, and'from Georgetown
awarded an appropriate'plaque. At the
Since May; 1967, he has written an
the first time management and the
close, of this past school term, the
College in 1956. He was aWarded an
exposition of the Sunday School lesson
unions had tried to grapple with thc
Alumni citation by Georgetown College
students again selected him as the
in the tale and Work Series for the
biggest differences bettveen them sine..
1953 for outstanding achievements in
professor to receive this coveted
Reaorder, the
Western
the
ofreaders'
by
Mediators entered the picture a
plaque
federal
a
awarded
and
ministry,
the
award.
weekly-riblication of the Kentuctiy
the Kentucky Baptist convention in 1966 'week ago.
Officials of the school said "this
Baptist Convention. Dr. Chiles' tenure
Progress was made on several minor
commemorating his years of Outunusual recognition in successive years
almost twenty-tight years is the
of
issues during the last week, said the
standing services to and through that
shows the esteem in which Dr. Chiles is
longest of writing expositions of Sunday
source, who asked to remai,
organization.
held by the students. It is certainly a
School Lessons for any state Baptist
anonymous. •
- mark of their appreciation of his
The .Murray minister grew up, on a
paper of any author in the ranks of
. 'The current three-year pact covering
academic scholarship and outstanding
gradatingamity
fareern
Mtilletnti
• Sejithern, Baptists.
expires-..a&. midnight
sse-rombility as a teacher."
-fretr-inifttffetti Yttgli--lehaath-sr*-.-354.411)9_ workers,
Each
week
the
is
0Walites'
feiturect—
poptig strikes
although
and
Ipursday,
the
at
teaching
his
to
In addition
Falmotirfi. Reserved Rs- pastor of the
.program which
federal larit,,sortie"
by
forbidden
are
seminary, Pr. Chiles has served as ,speaker on a religious
First Baptist Church ;it Barbourville
is broadcast by thirty rridio- stations in
local union leaders have threatened
interim pastor, guest preacher, and
from 1934 until he carne to Murray in
sixteen
states.
walkouts if a new agreement is not
'evangelist in churches in Kentucky and
1948.
written eight
also
has
Chiles
Dr.
in time.
reached
he
conducts
NAMED SECOND YEAR—The Rev- Dr. H. C. Chiks,sh9.Yvn in his library at
adjacent states,. Annually
Dr. Chiles is married to the former
books, six booklets, and four tracts. One
in 197P when 220,000
happened
That
the
of
"Teacher
as
year
from ten to twenty Bible conferences.
for
his
the
has
straight
home,
been
elecied
second
Elizabeth Mitchell who' is -also a
of the tracts, published and distributed
workers, mainly on the East Coast.
Recently he delivered eight lectures to
*4 honk in the Southern Baptist Theological
Year"
at
four
They
the
one
of
College.
of
Georgetown
graduate
by the Baptist Sunday School Board,
the pastors of the Southern Baptist
See Key Issues,
—
Seminary at Louisville. School officials said this was very unusual for a
have one daughter, Mrs:IC Gfi(Shirley
has had a circulation of several million
of
area
Detroit
Page 12, Column 5
Churches in the Greater
•
grandchildren.
to receive this honor lor two years in a row.
Chiles,
and
teacher
three
Joyce)
copies.
Michigan. •
.
LOULSVILLEaaty. (AP) — Striking
Louisville firemen today overwhelmingly ratified a contract with the
city of Louisville, ending a five-day
walkout triggered by a wage dispute.
The vote was 358-30, union officials
said.
"Let's go to work, and let's get our
fire department put back together
again," said acting union president
Granville Ennis.
"I want to personally tell you how
proud I am of how well you've behaved
yourself and how well you've stuck

together to show the people of the
United States that we are a union," he
told a cheering crowd of firemen.
Union spokesmen said the firemen
returned to work as soon as the vote
was announced.
The strike closed about twothirds of
the city's 23 fire stations, and 28
department supervisors and some 280
National Guard troops formed-skeleton
crews in an attempt to provide some
protection. No serious fires broke out
during the strike, but routine Minor
alarms taxed the skeleton crews.

MSU Child Abuse
Workshop Is Skied

Grant Is Awarded

To MSU Department

Tenni Man
Faces Car.
Theft Charges

Conservation Public Hearing Set

insidetoday

chance of
_ thunderstorms

today's index

•

Kirissues Remain
For Postal Service,
Union Negotiators

-

Second Year_lo ARow

Dr. Chiles 'Teacher Of Year'Among Baptist Colleges
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Mrs. Overbey.
On Program
For Circle

Who Ner& thiamin?

lien age hoy s. men. preg
nant and nursing mothers-have
the highcsi _requirements for
'this vitamin though appreciable amounts are needed by
everyone. Two 3
:ounce serv- ings of pork supply 125 per- cent of the thiamin needed • The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
of the First United Methodist
daily bs, the adult male.
Church Women met Monday,
July 10, at the church with the
chairman, Mrs. Charles
Robertson, presiding. Mrs.
Freda Butterworth read the
minutes and Mrs. Mary
NOW!
Farmer
gave the treasurer's
7:25,9:35
report.
4-2:30Sal,Sun
Announcemenewas make of
a potluck dinner at the August
14th meeting at the church.
;vas
in the WaferMrs. Robert Young gave the
devotion on "The Work of the
Church." The program was presented
by Mrs. Rue Overbey on "The
History of The Methodist
Church and John Wesley."
She closed with one of
Wesleyss favorite quotes, "Do
all the good you can, by all the
means you can, in all the way
you can, in all the places you
can, at all the times-yOu can,.
4•*"
and to all the people youc_an,
as long as ever you can:"
Twenty members were
present. Refreshments were
eerved by Mrs. Rue Overbey,
Miss Mary Lassiter, and Mrs.
ADULT$3.00
Robert Young,hostesses. .
CHILD-81.50
NO PASSES
NO BARGAIN
NITE

itJust when
blxit
safe Iyou
o yisthought

2

JAWS

Awards Won By UDC Chapter
At District Meet; Brunch Held

Kennedy-Duncan Vows
Solemnized At Church
Miss Karen Ruth Kennedy,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Beale Kennedy, and Jerry
Brooks Duncan, son of Mr.
and Mrs..._ Gerald Hayes
Duncan, were married on
Saturday, June _.24, at three
p.m.
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
performed the double ring
ceremony in the chapel of the
First Baptist Church before
family members. •
Mrs. Larrie Clark presented
a program of nuptial'Music
with Miss Sandra- Duncan,
sister of the groom,as soloist.

e

%

•

•

COOKING
IS FUN

Bride's Drens
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, was a picture
of elegant simplicity in her
gpwn of reernbroidered white
cotton eyelet. The fitted a-line
gown featured a cane collar
that fell to the waistline in the
back, and was accented at the
scoop neeklirfe with a tiny self
covered bow. The hemline of
the dress was designed with
an attached flounce that
draped into a sweep train.

of
Her
headpiece
stephanopis and baby's breath
was centered with a gardenia.
Her bridal bouquet was of
gardenias and stephanotis. 1----Miss Suzan Kennedy of
"You never know what is Owensboro,sister of the bride,
enough until you know'
EYNCCOLOR° PANAVISIONig 41tre
..staf OE FOB IMO FOP rowel°OMEN what is more than enough." served as her only attendant.
William Blake He gown yin of green anwhite cotton sheer with a
119URRAY
slightly lifted waistline acStarts
cented by self ties at the
DTE ,Wealtee
shoulders.She carried a green
Tomorrow
and white nosegay tied with
The song was scandalous. The movie is hilarious.
green ribbon and leveknots. A
single glamellia was Worn in
her hair:

_AltaRsa

It

jj I

I

1PG1
"The day my mamma
socked it to the j:
Harper Valley PTA

Mark Ferguson attended
_
Mr. Duncan as best man.
The wedding was directed
by Mrs. Mona Purdofh.

rs.Jerry Brooks Duncan
Reception
Mrs. Joe B. Littleton and
Mrs. Conrad H. Jones, bath
aunts of the bride, entertained
with a reception for the
wedding guests and close
friends of the couple at the
home of Mrs. Lester Goheen,
great aura of the bride.
Gartienians used on the
table and throughout the
house -Weei-Vown by Mrs.

.1,

W

11,
a in
I

Clarence Herndon. Miss
Nancy Jones presided at the
register.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Duncan are now residing at
Hillwood Manor Apartments,
Union City, Tenn.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents. Mr.
ad Mrs. Gerald Hayes
Duncan, entertained with a
rehearsal dinner.

•1

74

71:Deok -441At
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By Abigail Van Buren

BARBARA EDEN • RONNY COX
HARPER VALLEY PT A
ETTE FABRAY • LOUIS NYE •SUSAN SWIFT PAT PAULSE

Pius -Cannonball-(PG)

Tonite is
Bargain Mite
At These Theatres

SeG%

m
itaYd.

•
• *** •
tOwlII

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
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HEAVEN
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(Sept. 24 to Oct.23)
Stay on the beam now.
Certain issues demand attention - and full attention!
Skipping details' or taking
short cuts could prove costly.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov 22) nt,f
)
r•
Excellent Mars influences
A good day for capitalizing on
your ingenuity and gift of

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I are ordinary people (now
retired). We're trying to get along on Social Security, so
we must draw on our savings, which of course are limited
We have four children, all adults and, married with
children of their own, up 'to college age,
From time to time, in order to help them out, we have
lent our children money, interest-free. They promised to
pay us back in installments. - After • two or three
installments, they quit paying, although they seem to have
money for pleasure trips,.expensive luxuries, etc.
-There is honor among thieves," it is said. What has - leadership. Business matters
happened to our kids? Where have we failed?
especially favored.
FORGOTTEN IN MANKATO
SAGITTARIUS
.0
4
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) De4(
Certain persons may make
DEAR FORGOTTEN: Deitt assume that because your
Irresponsible statements: Do
children have not honored their commitments YOU have
not be trapped, or follow any
to
a
some
people
can
lead
failed. THEY have failed. You
suggestIon
without
indrink from
fountain of integrity, but you cant
vestipting for truth.
it. (P.S. Silence implies agreemelit. Speak up!)
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan.20)
It may be advisable for you
qesevc
ClOc2100: You sago jrt
QPIFUNP4TIAL1iYakSA

rglw'

r o0•
g g your responitil-lities44 ink - method orover
t e consequences 0
Make new plans with conabout it.
fidence, however
•
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21iltoFeb 19)
If you put off writing letters because you don't hoe,
Intuition, reflexes, the
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "Mow to. Write Letters
For All Occasions." Send $t and •long, stamped 128 cents) gerrniruition of good ideas
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Milk, Calif. stimulated new, Do not take
on toe much, however, et you
90212.

41

YOU BORN _TODAY are
highly endowed intellectually
and should make every effort
to obtain the finest education
possible so as to male the best
use of your fine brain. .You
have stronger qualities of
leadership than most Cancerians and, if you choose
business as a career, would
make a top-flight executive especially in manufacturing.

%gray Hi
will meet at
band roo
rehearse at
shirt sale fo
members wi
p.m.
Chartere
Citizens tr
will leave
Episcopal
at four p.m.
Murray
Order cotthe
will meet at
seven p.m,
Wedne
Activities
the Lakes w
-autb tour
goose star
Station at t
the Past at
1850 at 8:30

f/11.

DAY

i

i

14Itzve mom ougzwgpo R4FAI own azipso4
Beginning

• Monday,

July 17th

Dr. Gordon
Vire
will begin practice
in Family Medicine
Obis office

•

located adjacent to theimergency Room.(Until the
new medical arts bldg. is completed)

Phone for an appointment 759-4098 if no answer 753-2626

Pagliars Pizza and Italian Restaurant

Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and 1/2 price on

99

Inside
Dining

Combination Salad (with meal)

r

Wednesday Night

4 to lop•M•
Includes ns Always

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
at hame far 99'
Luxurious Dining
for 275 People

PLAY
Next time y(
play arounc
Come to D
the state's IT
'ground for !alike. Check
C 650 ft c
C 300 Poor,
Suites &
D Restaura

O Night Di,
Entertain
D 2 Pools,
Playgrou
•Volleyba

Basketba
o
ej Sauna. E.
Gift Sho;
o Color
TV

C1
o Tennis &
O 65 Miles
Daily do
Service 0
O Free cha
fl Amplirsf:
7Come play
it's Daytona
ye'ar-'round •

Cas
BE

jDaytona
Ph (,
n,
07
::8
11 Please
I brochure &
Name
Stii
te
y et
,c

j

Only

Super Special For Kids 1/
Spaghetti and Salad
/2 Price 1

uaranteed
Quick
Service
Now 2 Kitchens
To Better
Serve
Our Customers

,• •,
Pagnal sT +. Pizza
fir)#,(0'!;(“,',( 4)4. ,

510 Main

Tue
Murray
scheduled t
p.m. at the

i'

,.:. case
,....y.fli.on:
The S

could make errors through
haste. PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X tr.
Generous stellar influences
suggest continued interest in
projects already started. Solid
ventures can .be advanced
considerably.
Sidestep
distracting time-wasters.

make them

/STUFF.
,
RSON
and IleacGRAW...

8.30
•

Not on His Mind

LIBRA

7:20,
9:15

1014
Christie

641 1 ("eniral( Yr

F

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to 4Pr. 20)fratA
By imeestigating
background information you
receive, you maj, find a good
way to improve your financial'
setup, But DO investigate.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married for
Don't act impulsively.
20 years, and our problem is our-see life. What's a "turn
TAURUS
on" for him is definitely a "turn off" for me. He insists on
(Apr. 21 to May 21) dititii".
A distant goal now seems to
talking about other women when he's making love. I'm 4be within reach. Press on, and
hurt because it's never ME he is making love to-it's
don't let others discourage
always a friend, or a stranger, or a movie actress.
don't want anyone else, and never have. Oh-, sure, I've v you.
-GEMINI
wondered what it would be like with Burt Reynolds, but
(May 22 to June 21)
what woman hasn't? I could never talk abbut other men
A new surge of energy
during lovemaking. My husband says fantasizing would
should carry you far along the
help us both, and there is nothing wrong with It. Is he
road to success
and
right, or am Pr recognition. But keep your eye
I long for those -days early in our marriage when he let
on the main objective, Don't
me know that he was glad I was the girl in his arms, and he
go off on tangents... square.,
is
this
thinks
I'm
all
these
fantasies.
He
didn't need
-CANCER
a conunon,proble m7
(June 22 to A4'23)484
1 :4
TURNED OFF IN TORRENCE
Don't block opposition that
eventually be converted
into
support.
Work
DEAR TURNED OFF: Yes, it's a very common
diplomatically to bring it
problem. There are no "rules" in lovemaking, save onraround. Some barriers aren't
"Whatever is pleasing to both parties is OK."
as impregnable as they seem.
LEO
Since sex is your problim. I suggest that you consult a
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
qualified sex therapist (they usually work in teams, a man
Your morale should get a
And a woman to counsel the couple). Most universities now
boost now. Some new light is
have a human sexuality program in their medical schools
shed on old problems, and you
Or perhaps your physician or clergyman can recommend a
find more persons responding
therapist.
to your efforts,
VIRGO ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
DEAR ABBY: Do you believe in love at first sight?
Be willing to give the
RHONDA
spotlight to others now. By
taking a back seat temporarily, you can eventually
DEAR RHONDA: No. But I do believe in taking a
accelerate YOUR move
second look!
forward.

11, PIC WI

4-

ield OW1;7
_

s _What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
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Mrs. Leonard Vaughn was
Mrs.
Inez
Claxton. Mrs. J. 0. Chambers to
hostess for the recent meeting president; Mrs. John Livesay, Mesdames W. Z. Carter, Inez
of the J.N. Williams Chapter vice-president; Mrs. Hess Claxton, Melvin Cayce, Hess
of the United Daughters of the Crossland, second vice- Crossland, Fred Gingles, John
Confedkracy held at her home president; Dr. Helene Visher, Livesay, Sydney McKinney,
on West Main Street.
third vice-president; Mrs. Ray Munday, E. W. Riely,
The president, Mrs. John Leonard Vaughn, secretary; Lois Sammons, Douglas
Livesay, opened the meeting Mrs. W. Z. Carter, treasurer; Shoemaker, Charles Stubwith a pledge to the flags, and Miss Maude F. Nance, blefield, N. A. Ezell, and
the chaplain, Dr. Mildred registrar; Mrs. Fred Gingles, Darrell Mitchell, and Miss
Hatcher, led in prayer. Mrs. historian; Dr. Mildred Hat- Maude F. Nance, Dr. Mildred
Vaughn, secretary, called the cher, chaplain. ,
Hatcher, arid Dr. Helene
roll and readthe minutes with
A delicious brunch was Visher, members; Mrs. WacY
Mrs. W. Z. Carter giving the served by Mrs. Vaughn and Harrington, guest.
financial report. .
The next meeting will be
Mrs. Livesay reported that
held in September.
six members attended the
Cradle of Jefferson Davis
- meeting held in Princeton.
They were Mrs. Livesay, Mrs.
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Vaughn, Mrs. Carter, Mrs. Associated Press Food Editor
Inez Oaxton, Mrs. Graves,
Pubhsher
SNACKTIME FARE
Walter 1.. Apperson
and Mrs. McKinney.
_ ****
R. Gene McCutcheon
Fig Bars Editor
Reports_ were given by state Orange Brutus
The Murray Ledger & Times is
GLORIA PITZER'S
published every afternoon except Sunand chapter officers and
days, July 4, Christmat Day, New
Murray's was most outYear's Day and 'Thanksgiving by ORANGE BRUTUS
Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th
standing in regard to acRequested by a reader.
St., Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Classy."
tivities, programs, publicity,
• 13uart orange juice
Postage
s
at Murray,Ky.42071._
PTION RATES: In afeas
and membership..
1 envelope-Whipped topping
served by carriers, $2.50 Pe; month,
mix powder (from a
Seven new members have
payable in advance. By mail in
3-ounce package
Calloway County and to Benton, Harbeen accepted and several
din,
Mayfield, Sedalia and Far.containing 2 envelopes)
• others are pending. Mrs. N. A.
mington,
and- Paris. Buchanan
teaspoon lemon juice
1
and Puryear,
Ky.'Tn.:219,50 per year. By
Ezell, a new member, an1 egg white
mail to other‘destinations, 232.50 per
nounced her granddaughter,
In an electric blender,-whirl year.
Miss Karen Shipley, had been together all the ingredients un- Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern
awarded a scholarship by the til foamy. From the 1978 Re- Newspaper Publishers
Association.
UDC._ She plans to enter vised Edition of 'The Secret The Associated Press is exclusively
entitled to republish local news
Murray State. Her mother, Reitaurant Recipes Book" by originated by 11* Murray Ledger &
Times as well as all other AP news.
Mrs. Hal Shipley, and Miss Gloria Pitzer.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Food Editor's Note: If we Business
Shipley, though residents of
Oflice
753-1918
Gracey, also belong to the J. ever feel impelled to test this Classified Advertising
753-1916
Retail(Display)Advertising 753-1919
N. Williams Chapter, making recipe again, we'll try omitting circulation
753-1916
juice!:
e:C.B.
News and Sports Dept.
three generation members. the lemon
753-1918
This is the third scholarship
awarded through this chapter
teik-ail or -1k-a eksit
krik-u
for Murray State as well as
one through the Paducah
Chapter.
We are pleased to announce that i
li
Mrs. Livesay thanked all the
Mrs. Pete (Kashia Edwards) Cooper 1
members for the help and/. ba
cooperation given her ,as
1 has selected her China, Pottery and 17
president of the chapter and
Crystal from our complete., bridal i
asked Mrs. W. Z. Carter to
install the new officers for the
i - fegisttYcoming chapter year who are
Kashia and Pete were married
as follows:

753-2975

Go
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Let's Stay Well

Tatt
l• COMMUNITY
as•V••
TX***
CALENDAR

Dangerous Traffic Mix Of Motor
Vehicles, Bikes, and Joggers

6

iarnbers to
Carter, Inez
7ayce, Hess
ingles, John
McKinney,
. W. Riel).
, Douglas
tries StubEzell, and
and Miss
Dr. Mildred
)r. Helene
Mrs. Wacy
ing will be
r.

ay
Times
ter L. Apperson
,ne McCutcheon
✓ & Times is
son except Sunnag Day, New
anksgivmg by Inc., 103 N. 4th
L. Second
42071.
.TES: tn
.50 per Month.
By mail in
.9 Benton, Barba and Fariris. Buchanan
SO per year By
one, $32.30 per

Tuesday, July 18
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m. at tie health center.
Murray High Band Boosters
will meet at eight p.m. at the band room. Band will
rehearse at seven p.m. and
shirt sale for freshman band
members will be held at seven
p.m.
Chartered bus for Senior
Citizens trip to Shakertown
will leave from St. John's
Episcopal Church parking lot
at four p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order afthe Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
seven p.m.
Wednesday, July 19
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include film and
'auto tour on giant Canada
goose starting at Center
Station at two pm.; Ghosts of
the Past at The Homeplace1850 at 8:30 p.m.

ed Press, Kenn and Southern
Association.
is exclusively
h local news
rray Ledger &
tr AP news.
!USERS
753-1916
753-1916
lising 753-1919
753-1916
753-1918

Wednesday,July 19
Hannah Circle of First Other activities in Land
United Methodist Church will Between the Lakes will inQ. Mr. W. R. writes he is
concerned and angry over
have a picnic at the Baker's clude beginning macrame
workshop at Empire Farm at
the fact that he was almost
cabin.
12-:30 p.m. and discussion and
run down and killed while
riding his bicycle carefully
Twilight Cabaret will field trip in search of warblers
and obeying all traffic
perform at 8:30 p.m. at the old along woodland walk at
laws.
beach area of Kentucky Dam Center Station at two p.m
He, has bought another
Village State Park.
bicylce and has started
Lakeside Singers will
riding again along with
Tau Phi Lambda Soreeitw-of perform at Kenlake State
other friends for the.firs
.t
Park
at
8:30
p.m.
Woodmen of the World is
time in years.
scheduled to bowl at Corvette
He says that he has
Twilight Cabaret will
Lanes at seven p.m.
become
aware of the fact
perform at old beach area of
that bikeways are inadeKentucky Dam Village State
quate or non-existent and
Lakeside Singeri will Park at 8:30 p.m.
that more attention should
perform at Kentucky Dam
be given to -their developMurray Country Club will
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
ment, or to make the pubhave twilight golf at 5:30 p.m. lic more cognizant of bicyBowling for Senior Citizens with Dick Orr as chairrnan. clers.
will be at Corvette Lanes at
- A. Traffic problems con1:30 p.m.
Oaks Country club twilight
tinue to .be important, and
golf is scheduled at 5:30 p.m. associated accidents are
Women of Oaks Country
common. A great deal of
traffic "friction" exists
Club will have their regular Shopping for Senior Citizens
with vehicles going in opladies day luncheon at noon at 'will be held and Call 753-0929
the club. Golf -and bridge will by nine a.m. for morning •posite or the same directions at different speeds.
be at 9:30a.m.
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for
While the increase in the
afternoon shopiiing.
•
cost of fuel has not greatly
reduced the number of moThursday,July tO
Country Trend Country
tor vehicles nor their
Lakeside Singers will Music Band will play at Piney
speed, the growing interest
perform at Lake Barkley Campground in Land Between
in exercise has increased
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
the Lakes at eight p.m.
the population of joggers
and bicyclists.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
The number of bicyclists
Order of the Eastern Star will
has grown to over 100 milmeet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
HOSPITAL PATIENT
lion in America and ha-s
hall.
Charlie McClure of Mu'fray grown, in many other
•
has been dismissed from nations. In the United
Bosiness and Professional Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
States, bikes have been
Women's Club is scheduled to
meet today.

increasing at a faster rate
than automobiles. About
52,000 miles of bikeways
exist in America but are
inadequate for the current
bike traffic and often are
not located where vehicular congestion is worse.
Bills are currently pending in Congress to increase
bikeways in all 50 states.
The National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration of the U.S. Department of Transportation
and the Consumer Product
Safety Commission are
jointly staging regional
workshops for the development of a nationwide system of traffic safety education.
The National Safety
Council, the insurance
industry, schools, the mass
media, and families need
to continue their efforts at
traffic education and the
promotion of safety. Such
efforts need special direction toward the young.
Traffic accidents are most
common among them.
"Haste makes waste" is
an. old proverb which applies to traffic accidents.
Excessive speed is frequently associated with
deaths, injuries, and property damage.
Impatience, thoughtlessness, and discourtesy
toward others often play a

part in encouraging the
chances of an accident.
Changing attitudes and
habits, .including less use
of alcohol and other drugs,
is just as important as
better cars and bikes and
more and safer highways
and bikeways — and less
expensive.

7M.7-13&z0/14- GREEN GIRL
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee
Green, 1720 Holiday Drive,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby . girl, Karen Ann,
weighing seven pounds 81
/
2
ounces, measuring 194 inches, born on Tuesday, Jaiil
11,-- at 11:34 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Samuel
Thomas, 221
/
2 months. The
father is associated with Dr.
Conrad H. Jones and Dr. Gene
Cook at the Murray Woman's
Clinic. The • baby, Was
delivered by his father.
Grandparenti are Mr. and
Mrs. James Wooton of
Madisonville and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Green of Hickory.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Ovie Wooton and Herman
Jackson of Madisonville, and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Green of
Mayfield.

Miss Luanne Holland
Brown, daughter of Mrs.
Robert Earl Brown of Murray,
has completed plans for her
wedding to Matthew Cross
Patterson IV of Pontiac,
Mich., son of Mr. and Mrs. M.
C. Patterson, Jr., of St. Louis,
Mo.?
The vows will be solemnized
in a double ring ceremony by
the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., on Saturday,
July 22, at two p.m. at the
First United Methodist

Church. "
' Miss Anne Cooper of
Louisville will be the maid of
honor. The bridesmaids will
be Mrs. Richard Cocke and
Mrs. Michael McClain, both of
Louisville.
Best man for M. Patterson
will be Dennis Thompson of
Geneva, Ill. Ushers will be
John Crespy of St. Louis, Mo.,
and Keith Shannon of Edina,
Minn.

Following the ceremony a
reception will held at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
Only out of town invitations
will be sent, and all friends
and relatives are invited to
attehd- the wedding and the
reception.

Life Begins
At Forty
When a woman reaches 40 ,
day. she can look forward to Almost
as many years ahead as she has left

behind, says the American Council
of L.ife Insurance.
At 40, says the Council. she can
expect to live an average ot 39 morc
yeat .— a new high in longesity.
Just 25 years ago. average life etpectaficy tor women that age v..a,3'
y cars. -

At the turn of the century a 49:
year-old woman could expect (Olive about 1$ more years.

See Marjorie Major
Trove! Consultant

. FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGENCY
TOURS, CRUISES,

HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 41.47.t
No Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call

753-GOGO (4646)
wItit• Neese Office Lidding.

•

Ill ;Asia West

•••••

Murray Women of the
Moose will•meet at eight p.m:
at theladge hall.

that
per
and

DAYTON'S
/WOW

ried

Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m.to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m.; hand work and
visiting with friends at 10:10
,
a.m.; lunch at' noon;
tablegaroes at one p.m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include Archaelogical Adventure at
South Information Station at
ten a.m.; Nature's secrets at
Center Station at two p.m.

ng

ay,

PLAYGROUAD

7th

rdon.

ractics
idicins
fice

Brown-Patterson Vows
To Be Read Saturday

BX F J L Bla.smgame, MT)

r'

(Until the

f no an-

Next time you get the urge to
play around in Fronds
. .
Come to Daytona's Castaway.
The state's most complete play'ground for singles and families
alike. Check these features . .
El 650 ft on Beach & Ocean
ID 300 Rooms. Efficiencies.
Suites & Apartments
• Restaurant & Lounge
Et Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
D 2 Pools. Kiddie Pool &
Playground
Volleyball & Shuffleboard
•.fl Basketball, Game Room
Sauna. Exercise Rooms
Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
Color TV & Refrigerator
Tennis & Golf Privileges
65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
O Free chaise loymges
.Cl Ample'self parking
.-',Come play in Our- playground,

Country Trend Country
Music Band will perform at
Henderson's Four Way Freeze
at Hardin at seven p.m.
Twilight Cabaret_ will
perfo_raa at old beach area of
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Betty Sledd BYW of First
Baptist Church will meet at
nine a.m at the home of Mrs.
Debbie Bell. •
Baptist Young Wome& of •
First Baptist Church will meet-.
with Rebecca Cunningham at
seven p.m.

Men's Stag Night will be
held at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club with
Buddy
Buckingham
as
It's Daytona's most complete chairman
serving with Chad
_year ;round fun resort!.
Stewart, Jere Stripling, and
baytona's
Bob Burke,

Ca.st
saw ay.
BEACH MOTEL

2075 S. Atlantic Ave
•
P.0 Box 7437
,Daytona Beach. Fla 32016
1Ph. (904) 255-6461
Please send new color
I brochure & rate sheet
I Name
I Stieet
',City
State_

Boys

DOOR BUSTERS

Girls 3-6X & 7-14

Boys Sizes 2-20

Group Boys 8 Girls

•Pagent Dresses

leans

*Sport Coats
*Leisure Suits
*Vested Suits
*Slacks
*Jeans
*Dress Slacks
*Dress Shirts

PRICE

Rack Girls

Dresses
Tops
'Short cets
Pants.

Reg.
$2999

$2
94im

*Sun Dresses
*Sports Wear
*Jeans
*Knit Tops
*Shorts
*Halters
*Slacks

$399

,famous Brandnames
*Health Tex

Bo?s 8 Girls

All Famous Names
*Chips & Twigs
•Donmoor
•Elderado
*Tom Sawyer
*Jack Tar
*Billy The Kid

Girls

Beach Hats
Entire Summer
Stock Must Go

Star Wars

PRICE

Reg. $4.00

Pendants

.D°*Ruth Carolina
*Mr.riKssa
*Little World
*Aileen Girl
*White Stagg
*Sun Togs

MAKING ROOM FOR NEW FALL MERCHANDISE

Friday, July 21
Second annual summer Fest
I featuring exhibits, nature
hikes, square dances, puppet
show, and entertainment for
the whole family will be held
at Rushing Creek Campground in the Land Between
the Lakes.

4-

SPECIALS
Months & Toddlers
Boys & Girls

Boys 8 Girls

Gospel Meeting 1,

Lightweight

Jackets

Antioch
°Church of Christ
July 16 thru 22

Boys 8 Girls

Jeans

254
20%

*Sun Suits
*Overalls
*Play Suits
*Play Sets
*Short Sets
*Slack Setsc
,„

r—

44

All Famous Names
*Health Tex
*Yard Britches
*Bryan
*Tad
*Benz()

f

All Sales Final
Exchanges Where Possible

Speaker

Harvey L. Elder
CHILDREN'S FASHIONS

Song Leader

Eddie Wright
Services

7:30 NW •
,Everyone Welcome

Bel-Air
Shopping
Center
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THE IMPORTANCE
OF LOCATION
Any Realtor will tell you that the three most
important factors concerning the value of a
house are: -Location, Location, and Location."
Unfortunately, most home buyers ignore this important advice.
Location is especially vital when buying a
house for maximum resale value. Statistics say
that you will be reselling your home long before
the final mortgage payment is in the mail.
- Therefore, take a long, hard look, not only at the
present, but the future prospects for the community and immediate neighborhood.
Select a location where raw land and hoUse
values have an increasing price trend. Especially
-check into the zoning laws for any unfavorable
change which could cause a depredation in the
value of the neighborhood and the resale price
of your home in the future.
Remember-you can remove, replace or
remodel a house, but you can never change the
location. So choose carefully.

JOHN SMITH, REALTOR
Village Center, US 641 N.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime

OR
Ron Talent 753-9894
Jim Herndon 759-1184

Cindy Gamble 759-1396
Linda McKinney 753-8576

The Ultimate
Cooking System
ME E N NJ-AIR

By ANDY LANG
AP New:features
Q — Does anybody know
when solar energy was first
used in heating an actual
home' I read somewhere about
a year ago that it was in 1939.
but I have read twice since them
that it occurred in 1940 and 1945
A. -- The use of solar energy
for heating and cooling residences has been going on for
thousands of years, -but this
was via passive methods involving such things as the utilization of the capacity of mud,
rock and other materials to absorb and ,retain direct solar
radiation. It is assumed that
you mean solar energy residential designs that collect and
sure the heat from the sun
through a formal system. It is
generally believed that the first
solar-heated dwelling using flat
plate collectors, was built in.
1939 by the Massachusetts In.Aitute of Technologi, but this
was more of an experimental
building than an actual family
residence. A year later, a Chicago builder used a large single
window as a solar collector to
provide some savings in fuel
costs, while in 1945, a number
of houses were equipped with
solar collectors, some on existing structiires, some on new
ones. In all these cases, we are
discussing recorded developments. It is quite possible that
the active collection and stocage of the sun's energy in an
actual residence took place
years earlier.

mg should be laid so that the
wood does not run in the same
direction as the subfloor. Is this
also true of parquet floors? I
intend to put one down soon.
A — Yes. The short blocks of
wood should be placed at an
angle to the subfloor or to the
old finish floor. Be sure to follow the manufacturer's directions regarding his particular
brand of parquet blocks.

Q. — I am about to try my
hand at bleaching wood, something I have never done. Is it
better to use solutions with
oxalic acid and sodium hyposulphate, as a friend recommends,
or the kind of wood bleach I
see on hardwamstore shelves'
A. — While the oxalic acid
and hyposulphate solutions
they are separate mixtures)
were used for years, tpe modern commercial bleaches have
replaced them for the most
part. Whatever you use, be
very careful, since anything
strong enough to bleach wood
can be harmful .if it touches
your skin

The techniques of using varnish, lacquer, shellac, stain,
bleach, etc., are detailed in
Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," available by sending 35 cents and a
long, stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How, P.O
Box 477, Huntington, N. Y
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column, but individual correspondence canriet be undertaken.

-

-iv

Planning a concrete project?
Here are some tips that will.
help you do a better job:
1. — When water is added to
portland cement, it produces
the adhesive that holds the
,and and aggregates tightly together to form concrete. When
you do your own mixing,
whether using the separate ingredients or the premixed product that requires only the addition of water, don't add More
water than recommended on
the cement bag or the premixed package. Too much water makes the concrete porous,
weak and likely to scale, dust,
crack and erode.
2. — When repairing a sun
ken walkway, the heavy concrete can be lifted by using a
Song crow bar, a pole or a piece
of lumber such as a 2x 4.
3. — When applying new concrete to old, use a concrete border to insure a strong bond
There are many types that ac. his result, among
them one with a water base
and one with acrylic cement.
4. — When you want an even
but not smooth surfacs on concrete, use a wooden float. When
you want a smooth, dense surface, use a metal trowel.

or a brush. If a roller is used,

wall so that all measurements
can be divided by eight inches,
a procedure that will elinunate
much cutting and piecink..
I2.—To get a textured, nonslip surface on concrete, pull a'
broom lightly over the surface
after the final troweling.

it should have a long nap. If a
brush, it should have stiff
bristles.
11.—When preparing to make
a wall with concrete blocks,
check to see whether those you
intend to buy conic in measurements of eight inches, as most
do. You can then plan your

•
1[)o-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information on
35 subjects in Andy Lang's
handbook,"Practical Home Repairs," available by sending
81.50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, N. J. 07668.).

doors or on a concrete floor.
9. — When the concrete has a
chalky appearance, a conditioner is necessary before the
application of paint.
10. — When applying paint to
concrete, you can use a roller

5. — Newly-laid concrete,
whether in quantity or merely
as a patch, should be "cured"
so that it sets with maximum
strength. This is done by keeping the concrete moist for several days after it is put in
place. Some products can be
----;--b7ught and used to assist thiS-• procedure.
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done by a leading research
tianeconcocted the first foundation, couglries all
rodenticide—which proba- over the world, including our
bly killed more slaves than it own, now control the rat
did rats—chemists. inven- population with compounds
tors, and just plain tinkerers called anti-coagulants:
have been trying to build that
• These are mixed with a fabetter mousetrap.
vorite rat food, and within a
They've tried strychnine,'-"week the rat population is
arsenic, birth control estro-, under control. It takes from
gens, thylene, drowning, five to seven days, usually,
clubs, electricity, cats. cal- because of the way.an anticiferol, smoke, sulfate, all coagulant works. Fortukinds of traps. And the list nately these - rodents can't
goes on.
smell or taste the stuff, so
Today's spring -loaded th-ey haven't figured out
traps are direct descendants what's doing them in.
of devices invented and used
Each day the-Tar gets
in Eutope during the Middle
weaker, but he's not being
Ages. Unfortunately. those poisoned. Then; because
.traps weren't successful he's bleeding internally he.
enough to trap the .rats that starts to get cold. In just
- 'caused the plague.
about every case he'll creep
Being a rat trapper was an back to his burrOw .in the
honorable if not too high- ground to die.
status a job during Queen
If you control 3tir pests
Elizabeth's day. It 'still is in this way you'll also be saved
places like Senegal. where. the very messy experience of
as in Europe. the trapper col- finding dead rats on the floor
lects his wages based on the or the ground that you'd have
number of rat tails he can to bury or get nd of.
show as proof of catch.
Sonic-companies
Poisoning always see_med tinkering with strong poithe most logica/ way to get rid sons, and there are a few on
of these miserable pests, ex- the market. Unfortunately
cept that it didn't work out Some have-also killed a
that way. Rats will eat or number of people
gnaw on everything from
If you're having a ef9blem
garbage to cinder blocks and
with these pests, may sugelectrical wiring, but they gest our product—if-CON. I
seem ro have a sixth sense don't say that just because
about poison. One rat eats it. I'm president or the comand gets sick, and all the pany. but our researchers
others seem to know. Rats have come up-with Wineon,2
have been known to starve to the ingredient that maket our
death -father than take a product really work.
chance on food that may conFor more information
tain poison.
about these, and agy other
Our men of science inpests about the placesendfeirvented the atomic bomb be- our fiee booklet, Everyfore they- Came up with a
thing You've Wanted to
rodenncide • th* killed rats.. Know about Rats."Roaches.
but not people—and then it
Bugs. Etc . . . But Were
happened by accident in
Afraid to Ask.- Write
- 1946. As a result of the ob- d-CON, PO Box 186. White
servations. and experiments
Plains. New York 10602.

753-8194
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In Stock

CARPETtiNPanbeyling

A44,, 2." to 4.95 *:'_7: CHAMPION
TERNATIONA

Per sqYci

_

IN STOCK

•

4.55

to

WALLPAPER
Famous Name,

7. — Remember that concrete
sets much more quickly in hot
weather, but must be protected
from freezing in low temperatures.

.3." and up
"We want to help
you save money"

8. — While concrete can be
colored in a number of ways,
including the addition of a pigmerited matorial to the origbud
mixture, the use_at paint is still
the most popular way to ac- .
com-plish that objective. /3ut be
sure to use a paint formulated
for use on concrete, since it
must be resistant to alkali.
Also, be certain the paint will
handle your specific job, especially if it is to be used, out

vio

TERIOR
e0
11

sOr

SPRED EXTERIOR OIL SEMITRANSPARENT STAIN, OR
SPRED EXTERIOR LATEX STAIN

oil stain
SEMI

TRANSPARENspred

latex
stain

Stool lath Tub
19" Vanity
irith Mao-Made
Marble Top
Commode

Giodd•na BEST Latex Hotisa
& Trim Point

ID
SAVE
$6.00

This is just one of the many exceptional buys
found at Murray Supply. If you're building or
remodeling, check our prices and quality
before you bey!

tillack Sr- DeWitt,* Ciñfã
RUNT
DUNCAN
DECORUM
SERVICE
12 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

701 S. 4th, Murray

F'honf 753-0329
Open Mon.-Fri.7 til 5, Sat. 8-12

Open 7-5 Mon-Fri., 7-4 Saturday
Ft001 COVERINCI

Murray,

Rz

0L,Ni

mix producer, be sure everything is ready for the mixture
to be dumped directly into the
forms the moment the truck arrives.

r

The Powerful Ventilation system is built
within the range-smoke, spatters, odors are
controlled;

OERNY's

lad in. or
pees floss so
item.

6. — If you are buying- concrete iniquantity from a ready-

vat
rpr
v

Alois

By ANDY LANG
AP Neusfeatures

PICTURE FRAMES

WAIL COVETING

CUSTOM DRAPERIES

RODS
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SHOPpE
Olympic Plaia
Murray,Ky. 42071
.
)15

753-4150

We Build Brick. or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces Featuring:
Smoke Free Guarantee
25 Year Warranty & Protection Plpn
One Day Installation
No Foundation Required
Over 150 Models Available
114W We or set from srpcsrsmsr, it int See welt*,seals ims As*/
plus glass serous, bear% scessa•ries &seed stress ald reolehod 05
Issats.

corners, over uneven
surfaces—when applied to a
clean, dry surface. It can be
applied with normal hand
pressure, and its bond gets
'stronger as time goes on.
• Best of all, you don't need
brushes, troweia or messy
tiquids.

Thinking Of
Building Or
Remodeling
Your Kitchen?
Be sure to stop by and see Our kitchen display!

THIS DUPLEX LOOKS LIKE a single dwelling but, has two
similar units—both with 1,534 square feet, half on each of two
floors. On the second floor the owner may,choose either three or
four bedrooms. The three-bedroom unit has a large walk-in
dressing room-closet and a balcony. For more information on
Plan HA1049G write—enclosing a stamped," self-addressed
envelope--Carl Goiser, 25600 Telegraph Road, Southfield.
Mich., 48075.

fuel, sod, concrete, pipe and
other items will roll up the
South Mountain valley on brand
new roads.
And "Project Clearwater"
will be under way. The volunteers hope that by dusk they
will complete five years of soil
and water conservation wjek.
The effort comes under the
Clean Water Act, which, Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland
says, means help for small
farmers such as Roelkey and
clean waters for everybody.
Under the act, the Soil Conservation Service develops
procedures, manages budgeting, provides technical support, gives leadership and approves financial plans for landowners.
Erosion now moves 2,500 tons

of soil per year somewhere on
the Roelkey farm, and 350 tons
leave the .1aErnlands and reach
the Potomac. When the crews
leave Roelkey's farm, soil
movement will be cut by 82
percent, which means only 440
tons will move annually, and
only 40 tons will slip into the
river.
Agriculture officials say they
eventually hope to keep each
drop of rain almost as clean
when it leaves the farm as it
was when it fell.
The Extension Service will
show the best ways to grow
crops and nuuiage livestock
County Soil Conservation District officials want to show hov,
soil and water conservation is
vital to the fertility of the land
and purity of the water.

We Just Wanted To Remind You Where The
Best Buys In Pluming & Lighting are!

The aluminum surface reflects the sun's ultraviolet
• rays for extra years of protection. If, however, you want
• to paint it to harmonize with
surrounding colors, you can
do so with any void-waterbased paint..
Homeowners are including
Flashband in their tool
cabinet& because they are
finding many new ways to put
11 10 work in and around the
house, garage and garden.

(5 yr. 6avrentees)

•

On sale now, these beautifully
useful serving pieces give your
dining room the extra space you
need for entertaining.
The richly decorated tea cart with
authentic hand stenciling. and the
Imported glass and brass server, can
be wheeled right up to the table for
tossing salads, holding casseroles or
serving coffee and dessert.
The drop-leaf server of solid oak
and selected veneer* with alcohol
and heat resistant top. is ideal for
serving hot dishes and drinks and
has plenty of storage space inside
Ethan Allen Summer Sale
Special Values!

••••,-

LIUS
KAN
RATING
NICE
EARS
MCI

The toll summer's sun had
taken on the roof and other
exposed parts of your house
often becomes painfully evidenrwhen Ike sharp winds,
snow and ice of winter arrive%
The time to forestall costly
repairs under adverse conditions is to check potential
trouble spots before then.
Check for existing or potential leaks under and on the
outside of the roof and other
places'-where moisture and
cold air could enter.
__Check roof valleys, chirn,
ney flashing, vent sleeves,
eaves, gutters and downspouts. The seals around air
'conditioners, ventilators,
window and door frames,
Joints and points where pipes
enter should also be on your
• winterizing•ehecklist. .
Unless .you lave a serious
need for reroofing, you can
handle many waterproofing
tasks yourself, thanks to a
self-irdhesive aluminum faced tape called Flashband.
Originally developed for professional roofers, it sticks
permanently to almost all
I building materials—wood,
asphalt, glass, metal.,,..
masonry, plastic.
Flashband has a thick layer
of asphalt under iris pliable
aluminum surface. The only
tool is a knife or scissors to
cut the material to required_
lengths.
The tape conforms to any
..sontour—around. pipes, in

By EARL ARONSON '
AP Newsfeatures
There's going to be a "farmraising" in Frederick County,
Md., on Aug. 19, that will rejuvenate a once-beautiful 245acre tract.
Thousands of friends and
grangers will help restore the
property of farmer Warren
Roelkey. At dawn; hundreds of
men, women and children,
neighbors, farmers, businessmen, laborers, technicians,
homemakers and other volunteers, will swarm onto the hillside property. And about 80,000
'well-wishers will cheer' them
on.
The volunteers will bring
tools, tractors, bulldozers and
wagons. Convoys of trucks with
dor.ated seed, lime, fertilizer,

ETHAN ALIEN FURNITURE

11,4 North Third St. Paducah, Ky.
P1., 44

7.9 or 4

-

By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures
How do you get a man interested in, antiques so that you
can have some companionship
on those vacation jaunts this
sufnmer ( and also have a little
time to wander around an antique -store )?
It's a desperation question for
some yG6men and they have
tried just about everything to
get the man to stop on command at a likely looking antique khop — but .they will experience more difficulties nearer to home.
Women who were asked
about past experiences had a
lot of eager suggestions on the
subject. Here are some:
Figuring the fly-by-the-antique shop driver as the most
prevalent of the man-driving
species, there are several ploys
to get into-play.
First, prepare yourself the
best you can. Are you in an
area noted for antique shops?
How far ahead can you recognize the sign that makes your
heart beat faster^
If a sign is not visible far
enough ahead do you know by
experience that just around the
bend there's bound to be what
you're looking for?
Warn the driver in plenty of
time you want to stop. Don't
wait until an antique shop sign
is 100 yards away and then ask
to turn in. The fly-by driver has
many excuses in this case
-There's traffic behind and I
can't slow down, don't you-realize we're doing 60(mph" Or
"If 1 stop now we'll have to
turn around. It'll be impossible
in this area." So the lines go. The one thm.
a driver doesn't want to do
stop and back up. If he's on
trip each back-up means extr..
mileage driven and time lost
Most drivers want to start at:
keep on a schedule ( which ma .
be only in his head).
They want to go, never stor
ping except for a mid-day re •
or their nightly pit-stop.
Once you get him stoppei
however, how long he'll gii
you to browse around it per
haps up to you. Invariably, if
you spend too much time in th.
place, he'll wander in checkin
up on why it's taking you
long. •
One thing to remember
the place doesn't look promi,
ing, get'out fast
Thl." Man in your life
preclate TKO
iviira'nTw
be more willing to stop nex!
trine.
If the' place has good possibilities make a quick inventor',
Are there Old garden ore.typc.
ter tools for sale? Maybe
fishing rod ( it dosNet rest
matter hew good it is): an antique gun, a fishing creel, a
copper bait container to be
worn on the belt?
•
All of these things may intrigue your driver enough to
keep him in the shop This will

give you time to look over the
merchandise more thoroughly.

FREE!

FREE!

WITH THE PURCHASE
OF ANY FORMCO
VANITY AND TOP
You Receive
Absolutly FREE
1 Faucet Kit

Dramatic, rugged styling is the hallmark of
FORMCO'S SHENANDOAH vanity. This striking
dtagonal design is available in Natural Oak. as
shown, or White Walnut.

TREAS
BUILDING

CENTER
1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.
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Andrew Shot Keys Giants' Win;
Rose Extends Hitting Streak To 40
Associated Press
Rob Andrews hesitated for a
moment w hen the ball soared
off • his bat. In 1,227 previous
trips to the plate, the utility
San Francisco infielder had
never been in such a situation.
Up it went, a rising drnie
which headed for the left field
seats at Busch Memorial
Stadium in St. Louis.
Still, there was hesitation.
Andrews watched his ninthinning drive and thought it
night drop at the base of the
wall for a double.
It didn't. The game was tied
7-7 when Cardinals reliever
Buddy Schultz launched a
slider towards catcher _Ted
Simmons, but When the ball
came to rest, the Giants had
an 8-7 lead and Andrews had
the firat home run of his
.career.
-I was stunned. I thought,
'What's going on here?' Then I
saw the umpire motioning me
around. When you haven't hit
a home run in 1,200 and some
atbats, you don't get much
chance to practice trotting
aroundthe bases.
• -I kept telling the guys that
they hit the home runs when
they didn't count. I said I was
mememese,

•

At last—
copies with a
difference
you can see

Iw
Copes from our new,
low-cou 695 Dry Copts are
saniethmt else Trier re .
rick. black Solids are
olotislete Mist Same LW
TheY b/1.4 as rt they've been
prined.-Sse lar )iutirself, no
**hew Cal es

WIIIMIIM1011111111WWIIM011111•1111

31:11:7'
116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD

247 5912

going to save mine for a time the Cincinnati switch-hitter
when it won a game," said 3,082 career hits, putting him
Past Cap Anson for 10th place
Andrews.
It did just that, though Willie on the all-time hit list.
by going 30 consecutive
McCovey — a teammate with
503 home run trots to his credit games with a hit, Rose tied the
— delivered an insurance run all-time Cincinnati club
in the Giants' 9-7 triumph record, held by Elmer (Red)
Smith, Who set the record in
Monday night.
In the other National 1898.
With a double in Sunday's
League games, the Cintinnati
Reds topped the Montreal game against the New,.York
Expos. 8-6, the Los Angeles Mets, Rose topped former St.
Dodgers edged the Chicago Louis infielder Red SchoenCubs 4-3, the Pittsburgh dienst for the consecutive hit
Pirates trimmed the San record for switchhitters.
Diego Padres 8-7 in 10 innings,
Dodgers 4, Cubs 3
the Houston Astros nipped the
Right fielder Reggie Smith
Philadelphia Phillies 2-1 in 11 clouted two homers and threw
innings and the Atlanta out Larry Cox at horn* for the
Braves beat New York 3-0 in final out, of the game to help
the opener before dropping the Los Angeles eage Chicago.
nightcap to the Mets 7-4.
Smith's eighth-inning
Records are falling as fast as homer, his 15th of the year,
hits for Cincinnati's Pete snapped a tie and pinned the
Rose, who slapped a single in defeat on Paul Reuschel.
the Reds 8-6 victory over
Pirates 8,Padres 7
Montreal Monday to extend
Manny Sanguillen's 10thhis hitting streak to 30 games.
The 'hit into rightfield gave inning single scored pinch-

runner Ken Macha from third
base, capping Pittsburgh's
two-run rally and carrying the
Pirates past the Padres.
Astro;2,Phillies I
Houston's Jose Cruz hit the
first pitch by Rawly Eastwick
over th right field fence in the
11th inning, backing the fivehit pitching nf Joe Niekro and
powering the Astros past
Philadelphia.
Mets 0-7
Braves
Dale Murphy's 14th homer
of the year helped Larry
McWilliams -win in his first
major league appearance as
Atlanta blanked New York in
the opener. McWilliams
combined with Gene Garber to
surrender just six hits — five
of them doubles.
Murphy also connected in
the nightcap, giving him five
home runs in as many games,
but Tom Grieve highlighted a
three-run Mets fourth inning
with a two-rim single.

Murray State University
Athletic Director Johnny
Regan has announced a
game basketball schedule for
1978-79 that includes ,13 home
contests and an appearance as
one of four entries in the
Poinsettia Classic.
The Racers will open the
season Nov. 27 at University
Fieldhouse against. Tennessee
Wesleyan, one of six new
opponents on the schedule.
Other additions include
Memphis State, Louisiana
Tech, Northeast Louisiana,
Campbell College and UT
Martin.
Also included among the
non-conference opponents are
New
Orleans.
Kansas,
-Evansville, Samford and
Mississippi College.
Murray State will make its.
initial appearance in the
Poinsettia Classic Dec. 28-29
at Greenville, S. C., Yale.
William and Mary and host
Furman are also included in
the field.
the
Ron
Greene.
Conference
Southeastern
Coach of the Year last season
at Mississippi State, returns to
his alma meter this season

and will test his squad in Ohio
Valley Conference action for
the first time Jan. 13 at
Morehead State.
The first home conference
encounter comes Jan. 20 as
the Racers host defending
OVC Tournament champion
Western Kentucky.
The complete schedule:
27-Tennessee
November:
Wesleyan;
Decembei; 2-at Kansas, 5Mississippi College, 7-at New
Orleans, 9—at Samford, 11Evansville, I3-UT Martin, 1821College,
Campbell

Northeast Louisiana, 23-at
Memphis State, 28-29-at
Poinsettia Classic (Furman,
Yale,;William and Mary);

January: 10-at Louisiana
Tech, 13-at Morehead State,
15-at Eastern Kentucky, 20Western Kentucky, 22-at
Middle Tennessee. 27-Austin
Peay, 29—Tennessee Tech;
1-Louisiana
February;
Tech,5-at Tennessee Tech, 10Morehead State, 12-Eastern
Kentucky, 17-Middle Tennessee, 19- at Western Kentucky, 24-Austin Peay.

Outland, Hunt Score WinsEddie Hunt and Sue Outland
copped titles at the . West
Tennessee Invitational in
-Jackson, Tenn., last weekend.
• Outland defeated Jean
Hensley of "Jackson, 6-4, 6-3.
for the 35-and-over women's
singles title.
Hunt teamed with Roger
Houston of Owensboro to win
the 35-and-over doubles title,
whipping the top-seeded pair
of Charles Wolf and Wayne
Clayburn,6-1, 7-6, in the finals.
Hunt advanced to the finals

of the 35-and-over singles
before falling to the .topseeded Wolff, 6-1, 6-2.

Bristol Bombs
PAINTSVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
Art Toal's three-run home Tun
capped a nine run outburst in
the third inning here Monda:,
as Bristol plastered Paintsville. 17-5 in an Appalachian
League baseball game.
The vistors struck for five
runs in the fifth, with Wright's
two-run double the big blow.

Separate studies show she makes
a shopping list,
using newspapers to do so.

READERSHIP AND USE OF FOOD SECTION
AMONG DAILY NEWSPAPER READERS

Progressi ve Grocer (1975):

;?sead Food Section during
Post week -- .Mode use of Food Section
—during pOtt month

wives

Working
Women

60%

51%
44

...and she reads food ads
in her newspaper...

Housewives
eod supermarket/food ads
during Oast week
Did not read supermaeket/
food ads post week
No answer
Total

Working
Women

77% ,

- .74%
'
25

21
2
199%

100%

... and she reports newpaper ads
helpful in shopping for food.
ATTITUDE TOWARD FOOD ADVERTISING
AMONG DAILY NEWSPAPER READERS
House
wives

80%
Newspaper Advertising is helotul
Newspaper Advertising is nal helpful . 18
2
No answer
*tat
100% _
4 .
The Working Worn•n, NAB fAarfl.

-fn-- oreborotion for a trip to the supermarket,
how frequently clsi you do each of the following?'
Make
A List
Almost Always
Frequently
Total
Occasionally
Almost Never

READERSHIP OF SUPERMARKET/FOOD ADS
AMONG DAILY NEWSPAPER READERS

4

David McCuiston
Homer,-Single

Brad Lyons
Allows Only One Hit

Wade Smith
Homer, Double

MSU Basketball Schedule Announced All-Stars Use Home-Run Power To Blast

She reads the food section
of her newspaper...

Source

r:

Staff Photos by Ten" When

The woman shopper does her homework.

'

Ass'

Working
Women
78%
20
2
103%

Total
Grand Total

Read NewsPaper Ads
66%
17
93%

7.2%
14
96% •
10%
4
14%
102%

10%
7
17%
100%

Fulton In Little League Tourney Opener
By Tony Wilson
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Things looked bad for the
Murray Little League AllStars. Their hard-throwing
ace, Kyle Evans, had just
moved to right field after
allowing five walks, enabling
Fulton to take a 4-3 thirdinning lead in the sub-district
tournament game at Benton
Monday.
And reliever Brad Lyons
walked the first man he faced
to load the bases with nobody
out, then mishandled a ground
ball back to the box that gave
Fulton a 5-3 advantage.
That was all the. giving
Lyons did, however, aso his
four-inning, one-hit perIon mance helped Murray to an
• .
8-5 victory.
Not that Murray was listless
prior to the third. After Fulton
strung two hits and a walk

together for a 1-0 lead in the Leftfielder Jeff Downey then
opening inning, Murray's one-hopped a double down the
David McCuiston tied things leftfield line to score Whitten.
up in the bottom of the frame
Up stepped Smith again
with line shot of a home run again. And again he connected
to leftcentecfield.
solidly—this time ripping a
Murray then took a 3-2 lead line drive that. was still rising
in the second when catcher when it cleared the centerfield
Wade Smith doubled to the wall —making it 6-5 and giving
wall in rightcenter to score Murray the lead for good.
John Mark Billington, who
Down went Fulton again in
reached on an error, then the fifth, and after McCuiston
scored seconds later himself reached on an infield error to
on two throwing errors.
open Murray's half of the
But the fireworks were just frame, Jimmy West, batting
beginning to Murray's hitting in place of Evans. lofted a
attack.
deep fly to righicenter that
While Lyons was keeping just cleared the fence to make
the All-Stars out of trouble it 8-5.
defensively, his teammates
Lyons had no trouble
were pounding the ball in the dispatching of Fulton in their
batters' box to give him 'tome 'Tinal comeback attempt in the
breathing room.
sixth, fanning the first two
David Whitten • opened the hitters, walking the next and
Murray fourth by reaching on ending the' game on a
an infield throwing error. groundout,

Type of Advertismg Used
in Preparing Shopping List
NEWSPAPERS
Store Circulars
Shoppers
TV
All Other/No Answer
Total

House- Working All s.
wives Women Women
82%
21
12

85%
18
8

83%
20

2
117%

2
144%

2
116%

I

Note that totals are over 100% because of reurtiple
menttons.

Milierray
Ledger
4A,
w*A Times

Lithe Lague Boiscort
li.,2er Dunn
fi,itnev Key
Mark EtoKgess
David McCuiston
K)le Evans
Junin) West
John Mark Billington
And) Parks
David Whitten
Jeff Downe)
Mickey Daniels
Wade Smith
Harr, Weatherly
Brad 1,yons

1 0
20
20
3 2
2 0
1
3 0
0.
1
2 1
2 2
1, 0
3 2
1 0
1 0

0
0
0
2
0
I
2
0
I
1
0
2
0
0

Totals

25 8 9

Fulton
Murray

104 000-5 3 3
120 32x --II 9 1

Red-Hot Sox'MVP Could Be Hard To Determine
So, at mid-season, the
BOSTON (API — And the focated by the Yankees' backspotlight is on Boston. The
winner is ... Jack Broham- biting.
And then there's the AL Red Sox not only have
mer?
No, the Red Sox utility West. The division title may nationally recognized stars
infielder won't be voted the be won by a team that finishes aplenty, they have a quiet
American League's most around .500, with heroes who clubhouse to boot.
On the one hand, Rice will
valuable player. But he's one have yet to bubble to the
be the league's top slugger.
Of the few current Boston surface.
regulars who won't get some
serious consideration.
The Red Sox show no signs
of letting up in the AL East
where they are making a
mockery bribe division race.
Barring a total collapse.
Boston will be in the playoffs
and quite possibly the World
Series.
It may be hard for the
baseball establishment to dip
down in the standings and
select an AL MVP from
another club. The question is:
who on the Red Sox is most
valuable?
Brohamer. No. He's been
filling in for injured third
baseman Butch Hobson.
But what about slugger Jim
Rice? The AL's secondleading hitter Fred Lynn?
Catcher Carlton Fisk? And
future hall of famer Carl
Yastrzernski?
Rod Carew of the Minnesota
Twins was the 1977 winner and
Carew is on his way to a
seventh AL batting title. The
slim Panamanian is steadily
streaming toward 3,000 career
hits, but he's likely to be
overlooked this time.
Carew
season,
Last
narrowly missed hitting .400
and was in the national
spotlight. This season, he's
sharing center stage with
Twins owner Cal Griffith, with
whom Carew is waging a
contract war.
Carew also benefitted last
season from the messy
situation in the World Series
champion New York Yankee's
clubhouse, which reverberated with divorce court
bickering rather than- the
-cliches of a winning club.
The Yankees have all-stars,
but MVPs are supposed to talk
same rather
abeut love of
than the all-mighty dollar or
the. 'personality of the
•manager.
New York left-hander Ron
Chestnut Street
Guidry is valuable —.the team
would be close to rock-bottom
Murray, Ky.
without him. But Guidry's
allure, which counts for
something, has been suf-

But he is often in the line-up as
a designated hitter rather
than outfielder, and that's a
likely strike against him.
Fisk has been an iron man
behind the plate and says he's
never handled pitchers better.
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The
propeled'
victory
Murray into today's secondround action against Marshall
County at 6:30 p.m.
Coach Dean Ross plans on
starting Jimmy West on the
Mound, with Mark Boggess in
relief.
A win tonight lands Murray
a berth in the championship
game at 7:30 p.m. Thursday
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Consider these
Fisher Features
• swin'u• to 50% of
current heating tv.i!
• Fire Rock Lined
• Virtually Alrfight
• Burns Renewable Wow
Enerar
• Guaramed
• Pal•••••el-Ertbroutt
Controls
• Doesn't need Fans or
Fancy Gadgets
• Diferent Styles and
Colors

See why hundred' or thou
sands ol folks ate Amodio
warrninst up to thew own
Fisher Woodstow at

I
•

•A

Phone
153-2571
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Yankees Steaming As New York Loses

ble
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1 0 0

2 0 0
2 0 0
3 2 2
2 0 0
1 1 1
3 0 2
1 0 0
2 1 1
2 2 1
1, 0 0
3 2 2
1 0 0
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a year and a half so why
Associated Press
It's just like old times with should he talk to me now? Why
the New York Yankees — should he tell me? Why should
I talk to him?"
feuding, fussing and fighting.
And guess who's in the eye
Jackson was batting after
of the storm once more. Why, Thurman Munson singled with
it's none other than Billy none out in the 10th inning of a
Martin and Reggie Jackson.
5-5 game that Kansas City
Martin, the stormy Yankee eventually won 9-7 in 11
manager, virtually was innings. Third base coach
breathing fire at Jackson after Dick Howser relayed the bunt
the outfielder with the brittle sign from Martin to Jackson
ego dismissed a hitting sign on the first pitch from Kansas
during Monday night's 9-7, 11- City's Al Hrabosky.
inning loss to the Kansas City •
In attempting to bunt,
Roy aLs.
"The bunt was on, on the Jackson eventually popped to
first pitch," Martin said. "It the catcher on a two-strike
was then taken off via verbal count. He was then told by
instructions by the third base "one of Billy's coaches," Gene
coach. The manager's orders Michael, that his services
were just disregarded. He were no longer needed during
bunted in defiance of a verbal the game.
is
Jarkson
-Reggie
order to hit.".
Jackson was then instructed suspended without pay efby a coach that his services fective _this moment for
were no longer needed in the deliberately disregarding the
game and that he was manager's instructions," read
suspended indefinitely without Martin's statement.
Jackson, 32, spoke of the
pay
"He doesn't want me around play, in the Yankees' locker
here, he should be happy room following the game but
anMartin's
now," said a calm Jackson befofe
when notified of Martin's nouncement of the suspension.
"Ii.wanted to get him home
decision to suspend him.
"Billy hasn't spoken to me for,. the best way 1 could," said

Jackson of Munson."If! get it
down, I'm a hero. 4 not, I'm a
bum.
"I've got a man,-- Lou
Piniella, hitting .320 behind
me and we've got a good
chance to scor.e.and win if I
movethe man up."
After learning of the
suspension, Jackson mentioned that he'd told Munson
he would bunt if Munson got on
base.
"When I was on deck, I told
Thirrm, if you get on I'll bunt
you Over: He said, 'Don't get
carriedaway."
Jackson then turned his
focus to his recurrent
problems with Martin ever
since the All-Star outfielder
signed a $3 million Contract
a free agent
with the club
after the 1976 season.

es

"I can't win no matter what
I do," said Jacksdh, who is
batting .266, with 14 homers
*and 51 RBI this season and
last year was the hero of the
Yankees!4„,,,„,Viorld Series
triumph over 'The Dodgers
with three home runs in the
sixth and deciding game. "I
come off as a big, greedy
moneymaker. I'm not going to

Auerbach Doesn't Fit The Mold
Of Greedy Free-Agent Image
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
What's wrong with Red
Auerbach, anyway?,Is he
some kind of, reactionary?
Doesn't .he understand how
things work in sports these
days?
When you're a free agent,
you sit back and let the offers
roll in. And then you sign with
the,highest bidder. Is that so
tough to understand?
Here was Auerbach, one of
the National .Basketball
Association's most successful
front office people, sitting in
Boston with an expiring
contract.
Here was Sonny Werblin,
the Gulf and Westernappointed major domo of
Madison Square Garden,

file a suit or a grievance.

"I've been saying 'Yes, sir'
ever since I came here. I'm
not going to fight this," he
added in a tone that made it
seem he expected Martin's
decision. "I've never had the
summer off. I'm tired and l'nt
down. Maybe I'll take the 9
a.m. flight to California."
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Andre Thornton drove in
three runs with a two-run
homer in the eighth, his 19th of
the year, and a bases-loaded
walk in the third to lead
Cleveland over Seattle. Tigers 4, Angels 3

Theother American League
games Monday night were tax
John Wockenfuss singled
Less heated. The Texas home
Rusty Staub from third
the
whipped
Ranger's
a two-out single in
with
base
Baltim'ore Orioles 2-0 in 11 the
inning, pacing Detroit
10th
Sox
Red
innings; the Boston
over California, dropping the
stopped the Minnesota Twins Angels percentage points
Cleveland
3-2 in 10 innings; the
behind Kansas City for the AL.
Indians turned back the West lead.
the
Seattle Mariners 5-2;
Jack Morris, 2-4, who
Detroit Tigers edged the relieved Steve Baker in the
.10
in
California Angels 4-3
fifth inning,'was the winner.
innings; the Oakland A's
Blue
trimmed the Toronto
A's 5, Bine Jays 3
Jays 5-3 and the Milwaukee
Rookie left-hander John
Brewers beat the Chicago
pitched a fiVehItter
Johnson
6-1.
Sox
White
as Oakland beat, Toronto.
Rangers 2,Orioles 0
Johnson, 7-5, withstood
Toronto rally in the sixth when
Bobby
by
- A sacrifice fly
un triple to
Bonds snapped a scoreless tie he gave up a two-r
Dave
McKay.
Juan
and
in the 11th Inning
The A's scored all their runs
Beniquez followed with a
off
loser Jerry Garvin,2-10.
over
Texas
home run, leading
Baltimore.
Brewers 6, White Sox 1
Red Sox 3,Twins 2
Dick Davis singled home the
run in a two-run
go-ahead
a
delivered
Fisk
Carlton
sixth inning and
Milwaukee
twoaut, 10th-inning single to
sacrifice fly
Ben
Oglivie's
.
Minnesota
past
Boston
lead
seventh,
four-run
a
capped
Trailing 2-1 into the bottom of
past
Brewers
the
leading
came
Sox
Red
the
the 10th,
Chicago.
back to tie it on Jim Rice's

casually flipping the pages of for laps into which to drop
the conglomerate's check- some Gulf and Western
book, buying players arid dollars and there was Auerexecutives for the Garden's bach, an executive free agent
teams. Surely the twain shall and a most enticing candidate.
So Sonny made his pitch.
meet. It seemed inevitable.
could be president
Auerbach
already
had
Werblin
performed his handiwork for of the Knicks with Mike Burke
the National Hockey League shifting his duties . to other
Rangers. He enrolled two corporate matters. Red would
World Hockey Association have the,final say on all the,
dropouts, Ulf Nilsson and Garden's basketball business_
Anders Hedberg, and added There would be no sevenbench genius Fred Shero, who player trades, like the one the
from Celtics made with San Diego,
disappeared
Philadelphia one week and completed without Auerbach's
surfaced in the magic world of total involvement.
The package was enticing,
Madison Square Garden the
say the least. Werblin
to
next one.
to lure
Now it was time to go to thought it was -enough
"I
Apple.
Big
the
to
Auerbach
.
work on. the National
Association thought he was coming," said
Basketball
first
Knicks. Werblin began looking Werblin. "After our
meeting I really 'thought he
would be joining us."
It certainly would be no
shocker in today's world of
free agentry where sports
O'Donnell, and senior Phil
people change their franchise
Mobley; senior linebacker
s routinely, for the
affiliation
Chuck Postel; and linemen.
and you need a
price
right
Jeff Hess, a senior, and
keep up with the
to
scorecard
.
sophomore Chuck Allegretto
goings.
and
comings
Curet said quarterback Bill
a
is
Auerbach
But
Robert
backs
Tolston;
list.
traditiona
a
k,
throwbac
Hawkins, Greg Long and
when it came time to
Brian Palacious, and lineman And
his move, it turned out
make
Chris Gosselin had, been
U-turn back to Boston.
a
be
to
mistakenly identified in one
decided that he couldn't
news acceuut as being .on the" He
cut off 28 years of being a
list.
Celtic. And so, he has
remained a Celtic.
"I was surprised ...
shocked," admitted Werblin.
The people who know
Auerbach well weren't,
though. The one who knows
—him best is his wife, Dorothy,
who had nn small part inRed's
decision to stay in Boston.
"Red has been synonyno`us
with. the Celtics for so mank
years," she said. "I'm glad he
made this decision."
But why, Red? Why pass up
all that Garden dough to stay
in Boston? Auerbach.'s answer
was interesting. It involved
"the guy in the street,"
homebody who is rarely
consulted these days. .
. Celtic fans appealed to
Auerbach to stay. Even the
pilot of the Eastern Airlines
shuttle he rode between
Boston and New York made a
pitch for the Celtics. And, in
the end, Red stayed.

Gridders To Lose Aid
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Kentucky Coach Fran Curdi
says that as many as 13 of his
football players will lose their
athleti scholarships because
of Natii al Collegiate Athletic
Association restrictions.
Those on the list include
senior quarterbacks Billy
Williams, sophomore quarterback Kevin Bethea; running_backs Robert Pitman, a
sophomore'," junior Mike

Indians 5, Mariners 2

Junior PGA Qualifiers
These golfers, all from Murray, qualified at the Murray Country Club Monday for the Kentucky
golfers,
Junior PGA Championships July 31 at the Nearstborne Country Club in Louisville. The
Cindy
holes);
42(9
11-under,
Contri,
their age groups and scores front row, from left, are: Todd
Robert
111;
12-13,
Spann,
Connie
81;
12-13,
Jones,
Velvet
(9
holes);
81
Spann, 11-under,
90; Trent
Billington, 12-13, 89. Second row are: Mark Denham, 14-15, 89; David Ryan, 14-15,
Jason
are:
pictured
Not
97.
14-15,
Oakley,
Beth
andlo
Jones, 16-17, 78; Jon Overby, 12-13, 100;
The
106.
14-15,
Shuffett,
Becky
and
76;
16-17,
Fike,
Tommy
holes),
(9
63
11-under,
Billington,
event is spowsored by the Pepsi-Cola Company.
Staff Moots ISy Tony Wilson

WASHINGTON (API —
Jimmy Connors, after a week
of licking his wounds and
practicing serves with his
mother, is back in action and
•
winning again.
Connors, the top seed,
blasted past Australian John
Marks 6-1, 6-3 Monday in the

Jimmy's backcourt power
opening round of,the $175,000•
Washington Star International was too much for Marks, who
prefers a faster surface more
men's tennis tournament.
conducive to his serve-and-1 served like a schmuck 10 volley game.
days ago." Connors said, still
Connors was content to stay
smarting from his straight-set at the base line and smash
loss to Bjorn Borg in the ground strokes at Marks until
the Aussie faltered.
Wimbledon finals.
COLA... ,,PtOSI." ANO ••TWtST-AWAY•• sac OCO.StIRCO TOACKNAIHCS Or

,The 6-Quart 6-Pak . . six 32
ounce bottles of great tasting
Pepsi-Cola in Pepsi-Cola's biggest take-home carton. Now
you can enjoy the quality taste
of Pepsi Colaplus the convenience of buying it in quantity...

Petts.Ce.

more than thirty-eight five
ounce servings of sparkling
Pepsi from one handy package. It's the best way yet to
make sure you have Pepsi
enough to last. Each bottle has
a reseal cap to help lock in the
sparkle, and the carry-back
carton is a perfect way to return your empties for a refund.
Get quality in quantity with
Pepsi-Cola's 6-Quart 6-Pak.

Givens Inks Pact

at thou
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You get:
•4Pieces of fish filet
•tariSp french fries
•creamy cole slaw
2.1iusitpupples
$244
$
Value
it oartoelOSTWCSI Circa' n

Murray & Paducah

ATLANTA (AP) — Jack
Givens, the big forward-guaEd.
who led Kentucky's Wildcats
to this---year's NCAA championship, has signed a multiyear contract with the Atlanta
Hawks.
Terms of the National
Basketball Association contract were not announced.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sitliscrilsor; aka have am
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C.frf of The Martyry labor d
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Agree Or Not

Looking Back

The Races
Next Year
FRANKFORT-Next _year's
statewide races are overshadowing the
U. S. Senatorial and Representatives
races to be decided in November.
Lt.
Thelma Stovall and
Gov•.‘"
Louisville's former mayor, Harvey
Sloane, have already announced their
candidacies for the Democrat
nomination for governor in next May's
primary and at least three others, State
Auditor George Atkins, Agriculture
Commissioner Thomas 0. Harris and
Commerce Commissioner Terry
McBrayer are all but announced
candidates.
U. S. Reprentatives Carroll Hubbard
Lt some political observers puzzled
last week when he failed to make an
postive announcement in seven press
conferences he had across the state.
However, he might well become a
zoatender for governor. At this moment
he seems to be the strongest challenger
in the field against McBrayer who has
said he will wait until after the
November election to make an announcement. He says he will resign his
state post effective August 1.
'Atkins and Hubbard are the strongest
critics of Governor Julian Carroll's
administration. Atkins .had criticized
Carroll for personal use of state airplanes, the large number of personal
service contracts his administration
has awarded, controVersial.....canstruction and leasing contracts and
*ending in general
Last week Atkins and Hubbard
called upon Howard (Sonny) Hunt' to
resign as chairman of the Democratic
State Central Executive Committee.
They charged that Hunt and Carroll
have used the party as a 'brokerage
device in hiring and awarding contracts
to further the interests of McBrayer in
next year's primary.
The handling . of patronage isn't
anything new for Democratic
headquarters in Kentucky. Wendell
Ford instituted the idea when he
became governor. All patronage had to
be handled through the party
headquarters and Carroll seems to
have continued the method. At least

'Inside Report

10 Years Ago

that's what county democratic
chairmen across the state tell me.
Some chairmen have complained that
Hunt won't see them.
Party headquarters, according to the
bylaws, are supposed to remain neutral
in the primary election.
McBrayer seems to be Carroll's
choice for governor. McBrayer said he
will not rejoin the law firm of former
Gov. Bert T. Combs, a firm he left to
take the job at commerce. McBrayer
said the law firm has some state contracts.
'McBrayer apparently left the law
firm for the state post so it would give
more public exposure and an apportunity to gain favors with influential
county officials and others across the
state.
Be that as it may, the other five
potential candidates are going to have
to get their heads together if they hope
to beat McBrayer next year.
McBrayer, with the governor's support,
would have a decided advantage in a
large field.
There are other' state offices they
could seek. For example, Mrs. Stovall
would almost be a cinch to win the post
of State Treasurer.
One political observer suggested that
some of the candidates may be in the
race hoping for a cabinet post if
McBrayer is elected.
A big field of candidates reduces all
of their chances and favors McBrayer.
A joining together of the Combs-Wyatt
Paul Jackson is a big, affable man
forces beat Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
with an infectious laugh and a great
Waterfield in 1959.
While the Democrat Party may not sense of humor.
Now 68 and six years into retirement
be as split now as it was in 1959, there
are still enough dissidents to upset after 30 years with the Tennessee
Valley Authority's .garage at Paris,
McBrayer in a well organized opTenn.. he used to live in our neighposition campaign.
borhood, just around a couple of corIf Hubbard gets into the race on manners at 1101 Story.
to-man basis with McBrayer, it could
He had.lived there for 27 years,
be one of the hottest elections Kentucky
driving back and forth every working
has seen in years.
day in all kinds of weather to his job in
Meanwhile, former State Senator
Paris. When he retired, he and his wife
Ray 0. White of Bowling Green and
State Rep.- Raymond Overstreet are the •• moved out on 121 South near Cherry
Corners.
only two announced candidates for the
Paul is a great story teller, and the
Republican nominaticm next year for
dlier day, while we passed a few
governor.

L.
R. K. Carpenter, manager of South
Central Bell Telephone Company; said
the business officer operations,
presently located at 604 Olive Street,
Murray, will be moved this weekend to
temporary headquarters at 300 North
Seventh Street, Murray, while the office is being remodeled.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Ann Littlejohn, age 72.
The Rev. Hal Shipley, pastor Of
Sacramento Baptist Church at
Sacramento, Ky., formerly of Calloway
County, will be the evangelist for
revival services to be held at the Locust
Grove Baptist Church during the
coming week.

Copl•y News Servic•

Babes in the woods

B) M.C.Garr.ott

Sadat'S Other.
Nightmare
CAIRO - A military map kept in a
The problem for Sadat is the future,
in this part of the world."
locked cabinet in the office of Gen. as the Soviet Union pushes its
In short, evidence that the U S. could
Abdel. Ghany Gamasy. Egyptian aggressive role and the U.S. keeps
not even -deliver Israel_ for a Mideast
defense minister, reveals more clearly insisting that Africa is no place for
settlement with the Arabs would
• than the words of politicians how far East-West confrontation. During Vice
reinforce "'skepticism' here over
Soviet penetration of key African states President Mondale's brief stop in
Washington's dubious response to
has proceeded,which the U. S. plays by Alexandria to see Sadat, the Egyptian 'Soviet activism in Africa. The two
Marquess of Queensbury rules.
president warned that Moscow's free
Middle East and Africa - are halves of
It shows that Soviet military advisers band in Africa was shredding conthe same whole, a political fact that
in Libya have doubled to '2.200 since fidence in the U. S. and creatTng Soviet
Jimmy Carter should understand.
Egypt gave Libya a swift blow lastyear strong points throughout the continent
in a bloody border dispute. It shows that for future opportunitie-s
Jimmy's White House
. these Soviet adviser's are training
Sadat's worry seems reasonable.
Libyan troops down to the-company
level, with three to five "technicians" Ever since he ordered 15,000 Or More
Soviet advisers out of Egypt, cut
assigned each battalion.
Egypt today has little to fear from ail-. dependence on the Kremlin and edgsd—
rich but releatively powerless Libya, toward the U. S., Moscow . has
headed by the radical pro-Soviet threatened retaliation. Sadat claims
leader, Col. Muammar Qaddafi. But the that a dressing-down of then-Foreign
legends on Gen. Garnasy's colored map Minister Ismail Fahmy by Soviet
point to this conclusion: while the U. S. President Leonid.Brezhev in Moscow
--41ifiehe kosa- any-ase-ef--s•aperpewee---two- years 2go- Antolini-AA in _an—
power, the Soviet Union is penetrating "ultimatium."
WASHINGTON (AP) - First lady
He described this ultimatum to us as
key. African countries with no such
Rosalynn
Carter, looking forward to a
4
scruples, using money, propaganda, follows: "Tell-Sadat we'shalt. continue
four-day visit to Germany that begins
will
he
and
to have our plans in Africa
dirty trick& guns and Cuba.
Thursday night, laughingly recalls the
Egypt is a principal target. "They meet the consequences of trying to
"Case of the Blue Pantsuit" that helped
. want to get even with President Sadat," oppose us there."
make an earlier visit memorable.
Gamasy said.for Sadat's expulsioo--of
Mrs. Carter and the president will he
The
across
'first
north-central
belt"
. - Soviet influence here in 19'71
returning to a country they toured a few
Africa. if completed, would threaten
t,---Speaking with diplomatic restraint,
years back when he was governor of
Egypt with encirelement. yet neither
itoutros Ghaly. Sadat's chief African
Georgia.
Egypt nor any other anti-Soviet country
t_ apecialist. expressed the same point
Reminiscing about the earlier trip,
can begin to muster adquate resources
stlifferently. He told us that major
Mrs. Carter reported that the pantsuit
in response.
• :African states south of Egypt, where
incident came about because she and
In fact_bowever, Sadat knows that a
,or centuries Egypt has blocked
her husband were scheduled to go their
U. S. counter-strategy of the kind enIiotential enemies to protect its Nile
separate ways in different cities at one
visioned by him is not today under
River lifeline, fear that the U.S. has
point.
serious discusiion
-in Washington. The
:-drawn a Korea-type defense line"
fashionable talk among State Depart.
As she told the story to a handful of
-.........2x.cluding Africa. Another high ment
political appointees is that, if
reporters
last week, Carter gallantly
figyptian official said that "the cold given
enough rope, the Russians will
suggested that because they were to
.... 'war has moved to Africa, and any idea
hang themselves in Africa.
rendezvous-in the same city at the end
that the continent can be ruled off
Compounding Sadat's concern is the
of the day, he'd carry her luggage along
'-hounds in the US,.-Soviet competition is
predictable turn to new anti-U.S.
with his own.
-- an illusion."
throughout the Arab,world
radicalism
Result: Mrs. Carter packed the night
: Sadat was specific Soviet pressure.
and across north Africa if the U. S. fails
before
.,leaving out of her suitcas• only
---* Ethiopia, (lied, Sudan and Isibya,
to Win Israel's acceptance of a Mideast
the clothes she planned to wear the next
•
"-With
South
Yemen
an
eastern
in
anchor
_ . ._,
plan."lithe U. S, now shows that
day.
at the southern tip of the Arabian peace
Israel can deafen its ears to the
"I laid out a blue pantsuit," she
pentn%uIa. is "the first belt" of Soviet
president of the U. S.." one official told
recalled.
_ sifluence across Africa.
.
''the future Ina, belong tti Mosiismo-The' gOvernor WO oft.; ,with the
'second belt" Is targeted across
luggage about 5 a.m. and his wife lazed
outhern Africa, from Angola to
around until 7 a.m.
. ozarnbique. Neither belt has been
When thetinle came to dress for her
ckled. In the north, for example,
day's activities, Mrs. Carter discovered
' . ranee is successfully contesting the
that instead of having a pantsuit to
viets in Chad. Sudan, Egypt's •,..fas He hails made Him to hr sin
wear, she had the suit jacket and a pair
Inc in, (He) who knew no sin, that
,aouthern neighbor and close ally, has
of her husband's blue trousers.
turned hack Soviet efforts to exploit
we might TAP made the rightentaness
The story had a happy ending. Mrs.
cultural, religious and racial diftat God in him. II Corinthians 5:21
:ferences between the Arab north and
Carter related that she spent the day
one who can restore 'ir',. to fellow
•
lhe black south. But the new Soviet
weiring a buttoned-up raincoat.
One who can reestore us- to fellow•
•Cresence in Ethiopia is a mounting
ship with Cod Every,thing.and every
• one else wittI211Wu
Mrs. Carter said she parUcularls
. . ft. eat to SUdiin -TIM thus to Egypt.

r

•

U. Col. (Ret.) and Mrs. Harold
Cunningham and children, Valerie and
Debbie, of Pettersburg, Va., have
returned home after a visit with his
mother; Mrs. Oakland Cunningham,
and sister, Mrs. Fred Furches and Mr.
Furches.

The repaving and widening ottt---&-)
---"
Highway 641 from Hazel to Paris,
Tenn., is in progress.

pleasantries amid the paint, brushes
and aluminum ladders at Uncle Jeff's,
he told me of an experience he had
when the late President' Harry S.
Truman came to West Kentucky to
dedicate Kentucky Dam on Oct. 10,
1945.

for us and we were on our way. We even
picked up a motorcycle escort as we left
Paducah.
"They had had us take the governors
off the TVA cars, and I knew then why.
I had never driven that fast before, and
I haveal since," he chuckled.

The garage where he worked , had
been directed to provide five cars to
transport the Secret Service men actompanying the President from the
Paducah airport to the dam and back to
the airport. Paul was chosen to drive
one of the cars.
As scheduled, they met the
President's plane when it landed and
four of the agents on board quickly
piled into Paul's car.."One of them did
all the talking," he said. "The other
three never said a word all the way to
the dam and back.
''The first thing the talking one
wanted to know was what the shortest
and quickest route there was to the
dam. I told him,and we started out," he
went on.
"But when we got into Paducah, we
had trouble getting through because a
route had been blocked off for the
President's motorcade. There were
people everywhere, Finally, we could
go no farther and a policeman came
rushing up, mad and all, and yelled,
'You can't go through here! This area is
blocked off!'
"At that the Secret Service man who
did our talking jumped out and flashed
some kind of badge and told that
policeman something. You should have
seen that policeman move! In a few
minutes, he had cleared a path through

the dam, Paul and a friend and
fellow driver, Eulori Davidson, who now
lives on U. S. 79 east of Paris, stood by
their cars, listened to the President's
speech and mingled on the outskirts of
the crowd of platform dignitaries,
which included then U. S.Senator Alben
Barkley, Gov. Simeon Willis and just
about everybody elso who was anybody
in Kentucky politics at the time. Then
their charges loaded up and back to the
airport they raced to prepare for the
President's departure.
"I'll never forget the security
precautions they had taken along the
President's route between Paducah and
the dam," he recalled. "Every road,
even every pig path, coming into the
main road had a state policeman or a
sheriff's deputy there to keep anyone
from getting on it."
"And," he zlaughed, "you could pick
out those Secret Service men all over
the place. They were always looking
around, and, depending on whether
they tvere right or lefthanded, kept one
hand in a pocket.

As Mr. Truman was saying his
goodbyes, Paul and Eulon got the idea
that they would like to shake hands with
him, and asked their talkative Secret
Service man if they could.
Sure, they were told, so they got in
line with the dignitaries and eventually
CORMIER
FRANK
By
Associated Press Writer shook hands with Mr. Truman."He was
real nice and thanked us for coming,"
Paul said."I wished at the time that we
had had a country ham to give him to
take home like some olthem did, bit all
EuIon and I had to Offer - were ow
hands. He took'em, though:"

Mrs. Carter
In Germany

Bible Thought
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1 Music
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20 Years Ago

ulJackson's Wild Rifles
As Truman Dedicated The Dam
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Cross

A bus load of ladies from the New
Concord, Town and Country, South
Murray, and New Hope Homemakers
Clubs made an educational tour to
Shakedown at Auburn and other points
enroute on July. 9.

Garrott's Galley

its

S.

looks forward to doin* some sightseeing next weekend with daughter
Amy, who is making the trip, while the
president is busy--at-an economic
summit in Bonn.On Sunday. mother and daughter will
River cruise, stopping
take - a Rhine
_
along the way at I.inz, sister city to
Marietta, Ga.
On Monday, before,, flying home,
they'll spend a full day on a motor tour
of the Moselle River Valley.
Mrs. Carter bilked about the German
trip a week ago when she and her
mother got into a van that carried
reporters who were following the
president on an 11-hour, three-state
tour of Civil War battlefields.
Before rejoining her husband in his
sedan, she spent about an hour in
relaxed conversation with the small
press contingent.
Carter himself used the same van a
couple .of tinies So he Could enjoy a
better vantage point during battlefield
tours. But when the president got into
The high-slung vehicle, all the reporters
except one "pooler," assigned to report
to his colleagues, were shunted to other
svans in the motorcade.
—AU the 'vans in the caravan were
driven by experienced Army drivers
permanently assigned to pilot' White
House vehicles.
Hut,experienced or not, when either
the presidglit" or first lady got into a
van, the regular driver was sent
elsewhere as .a • passenger while a
serret Service agent took over the
wheel

cle

Deaths reported include Roger
Dwain Evans, age three days.
Larry D.-Hosford and John E. King of
the Murray ROTC were top shooters in
the competition at ROTC Summer
Camp now at Fort Knox.
-
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Dr. A. B. Garrett, professor of
chemistry at Ohio State University,
was featured in a public lecture on
"Scienee and The Citizen of
Tomorrow" at Murray State College
last night.
Mrs. Lillian Lowry spoke on
"Japanese Women" at the meeting of
the Wesleyan Circle of the Yu*
Methodist Church.
Lettuce is advertised at fifteen cents
per head in the ad for Kroggr this week.

30 Years.Ago
The Calloway County Fair will be
held this year at Planters Loose Leaf
Floor, Oiltland's Basement, and the
annex to the Outland Loose Leaf Floor,
officials said.

•

Approximately 250 farmers attended
field meeting5 this week on tobacco
conducted by Russell Hunt, specialist
from the University of Kentucky. They
were held on the farms of Amos Lax,
Thomas Scruggs, R. W. Blakey, Rice
Clark, and Hafton Garner.
Annie Smith, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. E. H. Smith, is one of-fourteen
students from the University of Kentucky in Pueblo, Mexico, for an eight
weeks summer school for students of
Spanish.
The Rev. George Bell will be
-evangelist at the revival services at Mt.
Hebron Methodist Church _ starting

NANCY
HELL
*YOU

_

Sandra Lancaster, '-/ -erly White,
Clara Ann Wilson, Carolyn Carraway,
Patsy Shackelford, and Wanda Tidwell
attended Girl Scout Camp at Bear
Creek this week. Nancy Jetton, Jane
Baker, Fidelia Austin, Leah Dell
Hopkins, Annettee Ward, and Emma
Lou Hatcher witi go, next week.

Today, Paul keeps'-tii4y mowing,
painting and repairing lawnrnovers and
rota-tillers Hisi.aon, Jamas-Ralph, a
local insurance man, now lives at the
Story Avenue address.
Paul is enjoying his retirement,
although he contends he is busier than
ever, and he doesn't one bit ITli&S that
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
ride back and forth to Paris five days a
As a service to our readers, The
week, although he shared the,driving
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
with Mrs. Fred ((Tara Nell, Fin-riles,
-periodically publishes the addresses
who also worked in Paris.
of the state and federal elected
"We never failed to make it, no
representatives serving our area.
matter -how bad the Weather was," he
FEDERAL LEVEL
said proudly, "ii...sre were late gettirlt-Any senator or representative
there some time because of it. I'm Just
may be reached through the
glad I got out,too, before these past two
congressional switchboard, 202-224winters. We might not have been so
3121.
lucky had we have had to make the trip
Here are the mailing addresses:
in all that ice and snow.
•
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
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Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office,753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office mdg.---Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
,
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing I564:250Wor by writing tn them in rare
of the State Capitol Build&.
ra n k fort, Ky. 40601. Frome
addresses of state legislators
serving-Calloway: County are:
*-1-Sen. Richard Weisenberger
:Bouts. 7
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, y,42071
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VISIT BOYS RANCH-Two lo441 boys were recent
visitors to the Kentucky Sheriffs !loft Ranch near Gilbertsvilte in Marshall County. And both boys, Junior iiixon,
left, and Michael Miller, won trophies at the camp.
They're pictured here with Calloway County Sheriff Max
Morris. The purpose of Kentucky Sheriffs Boys Ranch is to
provide an outstanding summer recreation program for
boys from throughout the state. The program includes archery, basketball, fishing, golf, boating, softball, swimming, volleyball, nature hiking, and environmental
Atudies, plus exening presentations. Hixon is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hixon, Coldwater, and Miller is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. John McCabe,Murray.
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AS OF July 15, 1978, We,
Ira and Lillie Taylor will
no longer be responsible
for any debts other than
our own.

FOR
WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th., Phone 7533128.

2 Notice

BIBLE FACTS INC. Isaiah 55:6 states "Seek
ye the Lord while he
may be found, call ye
upon him while he is
near:" Now is the time
to seek GOD! Bible
Services Saturdays 3
P.M. to 4:30 P.M. Bible
answers or study
anytime. 759-4600.

Swimming
Pools

of
urch at
Calloway
:elist for
e Locust
ring the

Western Ky. Pools

442-9747
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Several Murray State
University music educators
and graduates are actively
in
• involved
leadership
positions with the Kentucky
Music Educators Association
KMEA).
Both Dr. Roger Reiclunuth,
chairman of the Department
of Music on the campus, and
lion
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WHY DON'T WE TRY
TO FIND A FAMILY
AROUND HERE THAT
WOULD ADOPT SPIKE'
A

cAN YOU THiNK OF.
ANY REASON WHY
SOMEONE MIGHT NOT
WANT I-11M?

large instrumental and vocal
ensemble festivals in the
spring, as well as samll ensemble and keyboard events.
Baker is the acting
president of the First District
Music Edueators Association
and a member of the state
board of directors, while Ms.
Beard is state vice-president
for music in the elementary
schools and a board member.

Murray artist Philis Alvic is
among the 39 artists included
in "Fiber Forms '78" at the
Cincinnati Art Museum July
15 through _ August 13. Her
large wail hanging, "Cornnierical Springtime," . is
woven of cotton and synthetics. Alvic's work has been,.
included in the J. B. Speed Art
Muteum Annual Exhibition in
Louisville and many other
selective shows.
- • "Fiber Forms '70" is a
major invitational exhibition
featuring works by artists
from the area between Pennsylvania and the Rockies and
including the southeastern
coast.
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It's A Fact
Free Gift Wrapping
Ls a specialty at

Storks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

Occupational Licenses
Occupational hours dune
Penalty Sept. 1, 1978
Tobacco Products
Soft drink and ice cream
restaurant
Pool hall
Theaters
Also includes
Cigarette and cold drink
machines

If You
Need Them:
fire
753-1441
Polka
7514421
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance
753-9332
Hospital
Emergency .
. 753-5131
Humane
759-4141
Society
Comprehensive
Care
753-6622
Poison Control . • 753-7511
Senior Citizens . . • 753-0929
Needline
753-NEED
Learn To Read . . 753-2288
Foster
Pmentino :753-5362
Airport
, 489 2414

M& G COMPLETE
GLASS COMPANY. We
have expanded our
business to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved
to a new location at 816
Coldwater Road, Phone
753-0180.
5 lost And Found
825 REWARD for purse
that was taken our of
Ford Pinto at Dill's
Trailer Park Saturday
night. Keep money but
with
purse
return
papers. No questions
asked. Call 759-4849.--

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

6 Help Wanted
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from.any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Aiti.raft, 118-3010127:tr.
753-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

UNATTACHED LADY to
live in and care for
unattached invalid lady.
Home and salary. 7591661.

-ratr-nIVIE15ESTMETC
needed. Must have
experience. Send
resume to P.0.Box 32N.

BID

1

Mr. and
-fourteen
of Kenan eight
udents of

INVITATION
The Murray Board of Education will receive
bids on one 1978 model automobile until 12:00
noon Thursday, July 27, 1978. Bid forms and information are available at the Board Office
Building located at Ninth and Poplar Streets;
Murray,Ky.
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NOTICE
CUSTOMERS OF MURRAY NUMBER ONE WATER DISTRICT

White,
rraway,
Tidwell
at Bear
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• Emma

LOOK AT THE REOVESTS
FOR TRANSFERS I'VE
GOTTEN LATELY.'.'

"WHAT
TO

i4APPENEI2

ESPRIT PE
CORPS?!

K.

s, The
Times
res_ses
lected
ea

MAYSE 14E WAS.
TRANSFERRED

Your Public Service Commission has
requested that the present water rates be
published and they are as follows:
Monthly Rates:
$4.50 Minimum Bill
First 2,000 Gallons
$1.60 per 1,000 Gal
.
Gallons
Next 3,000
$1.25 per 1.000 Gal
Neit 5,000 Gallons
.95 per 1,000 Gal
-Next 10,000
.75 per 1,000 Gal
Gal.
Next 30,000
65 per 1,000 Gal.
Next 50,000 Gal.
55 per 1,000 Ga1
Gal
100,000
Over
Connection Chareges4 250:00

10 Business Opportunity

WAITRESS WANTED,
Majestic Steak House.
Apply in person only.
PLAN
PARTY
SUPERVISOR
toy
MERRIC-MAC
parties has opening for
and
supervisors
demonstrators in your
area. Quality merHighest
criandisecommission. No investment, delivering or
collection. Call Ann
Baxter collect 319-5568881 or write MERRIG
1277,
Box
MAC,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001.
STUFFERS and mailers
URGENTLY NEEDED! $25.00 per hundred
GUARANTEED. Send
self-addressed stamped
envelope, TK ENTERPRISE, Box 21679,
Denver,CO 80221.
plumJOURNEYMAN
bers needed. Call 3765382.
HELP WANTED at •
Wiggins Furniture, 641
North. Ask for J. P.
Nesbitt. Call 753-4566.
HELP WANTED car hop
needed for evening shift.
Apply in person at Sonic
Drive-in.
X-RAY TECHNICIAN,
registered, needed
immediately. Contact
Personnel Office,
Hospital,
Community
206 West South Street,
Mayfield, KY 42066,
(502) 247-5211.
NEED BABYS1TrER for
infant Morning light
housework. Need -own
transportation. Send
references to Rt. 7, Box
140.

WANTED
WAITRESS
Apply in person Sykes
Cafe, 100 Maple Street,
Murray

WELL ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS for sale due
to health reason. For
information write D-12, ,
Fox Meadows, Murray, ,
Ky 42071.
BODY SHOP in basement'
on private half acre,
approximately 3 miles
from town. Call 753-0945
or 1-615-232-6943.
•
•
••
•••
•••
•

•
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•000
• year. with good chance to, advert
•cement onto managernentl Call
• NRC Toll Free 800-84&7590. •

•
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40 40 80
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LANDOLT
INSURANCE
AGENCY
384 North 4th Street

NEW PNONE

153-8170
WANT TO buy used Gym ,
Set. Call 436-2742 after:,
6:00.
WANT TO BUY STANDING timber..Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 498-8757.
15. Articles For Sale

SHARP MICROWAVE"
oven, statnle0 steel4
interior, cooks, browns,'
and defrosts, $199.95.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
NEED MATURE woman
2 ",
fosr ...__444.0,
our
ue
hom
myren
iti irnhim
tscrinsai
--ARWM---K-E-- *1,
h
all
hroucg
onyd.aypleatse
sda
battery operated by
T,h urM
2
-.Water Pik, $16.88.
753-9501.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
MANAGER-TECHNIexCIAN. Rapidly
panding multiple table
TV system operator has
an immediate opening
for a self-motivated
manager - technician
Excellent benefits and
opportunities.
growth
Should have at least 2
years of hands-on table
TV construction and
maintenance experience. Please reply
to Box 3867, Evansville
IND. 47736, Stting salary
requirements: EqualOpportunity Employer.

ENFIREPLACE
CLOSURES with glass
doors and wire mesh
draw screen, all sizes
and finishes, $64.99.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
PRESSURE CANNERS,
polished
heavy
aluminum. Holds 18
pints, 7 quarts, or 4 half
gallons, $43.95. Wallin
Hardware,Paris.
TOMATO JUICER, nD
peeling, no coring, nO
pre-cooking.: Wallin
Hardware,Paris.

HELP WANTED
Positions to be filled_ Coin Operator Attendants, Counter Clerks, Steam
Finishers. Apply in person at:

Boone's
Laundry & Cleaner's

Must Have Own.
Transportation
Apply In Persr-To
a( hi.(1
eneral
ling I-

THE CAR..ER.. BRINGING
MR.WALKER FRC44 THE
AIRPOR.T. OUR FOUR
KNOCKEP
• OUT,'
•

n rare

T.P:Delaney,Jr.

Wome
litters

Miierray Ledger & Times

4*

103 North 4th

-*

40

BENNETT --AND
ASSOCIATED. Group
Specialists
Insurance
serving West Kentucky
Tennessee.
and
Representing GOLDEN
RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone 759-1486.

Motor Route
Carrier Needed

tative
h the
2-224-

11 0 41-111 81•
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OPEN SHOP MINE
15 Articles For Sale
PEA SHELLERS. does a
bushel in 30 minutes,
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
Pans.

somessomas cwact FOS FIFO
POIIIIIIII

PRINTING
S•tvie•s
.-402 W.46. ..1
„5.1-5397

15 Article!, For Sale

19 Farm Equipment

FOR SALE.20 sheets new
walnut paneling $5 per
sheet. 753-3704.

ott s
o cco . •
tomato sticks. Call 489'2126.
20 Sports Equipment

Itrtetri

Freezers
Room Air
Convirtioners

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales & Service
641 Pt

753-4474

16 Home Furnishings
WE BUY AND SELL
conditioners.,DtF
i
air
ANTIQUE IRON bed
Electric. 753-9104 or 753- '
N-cexcellent condition. Call
1551.
rak1078 after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE, 5 steel
tressels, 56' long, Call
492-8390. can be seen at
old Hazel School.
elEIMNEYS, all fuel,
triple wall pipe, 6" x
30", $17.88. Installation
kit. $26.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris. '
WEEDY
WEEDEATERS, Model
500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin
Hardware,Paris.

Used furrthvre
Used Appliances
Used TV's

Hodge L Son, Inc.
205 Se. 5t8

MANS THREE SPEED
bike and solid cherry
bed. Phone 759-4706.
GIRLS 24- bicycle,
• manual typewriter. Call
4824374.
10 HP ELECTRIC start
36" cut riding mower.
good condition': Call 7530026,
NE GE DISHWASHER
only $17 per month
W.A.C. Call Goodyear
Service Store, 12 &
Glendale, Murray, KY
753-0595.
CROWN DELUXE gas
range, harvest gold,
_ . excellent condition.
1 Yeir. 4-73 a
p.m.
13 95 UNITS ALI Of an
• bin Need Pesay
- Liberty lisisi
• Beffelio Nebel
• Line Pew egg.
- ww111143 Poetry
• W.L_Peesies
Were ors us
- Weeds@ Nickel
• It Mot Perry 25 yrs.
- 1964 S Peaty(est)
I. Aare 1964-0 Seed
Dote Peary
S rewe Prowl.75
Pies free re• NW
Mrs Oer Free Gift
nes 04t FT•• it•Chure
Sod $3.95 mid .25 restage
0•41111110 & CO.
kb*Cleo
IF•••••• Vamp
_imam Po Isms

LIKEN4W queen size
bed; 23,,000
air
conditioner; 'window
fan; telephone
le;
753-5526.
FOR SALE, formica ana
Wilson art. lamenated
plastic, sizes 2'x4 4'x12',at 50 cents per sq.
ft. Cabinet door hinges
at 10 cents per pair.
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
1203 Story Avenue.

FOR
1977
SALE:
aluminum 17 ft. Run-ABout Bow Ride,r with
wiodshield,
walk-thru
1977 Johnson 85 hp Tilt
and Trim motor, less
than 10 hours use and
1977 Holsclaw trailer,
vinyl top. bow, aft and
side curtains, cost new
over $5,000 must sell for
$3,800. Call 354-8920.
MUST SELL ig78 Corti
bination skiing-fishing
. boat. 85 hp Johnson with
power trim. Trolling
motor and depth finder.
Call 759-1940 after 5.
1973""tr--ARRow Glass
•Bass Boat and trailer
*ith 1972 Johnson 85 HP
mor.., Trolling motor,
depth fiskder line, well
bin.
sto
e
box
Excellent c dition,
$2500. Call 436-536

TWO WHEEL utilit
trailer, aluminum car
top boat and motor. Call
FOR SALE,. color TV;
Kenmore washer-dryer _ 753-1261.
combinatioo; Frigidaire
, TV- 1977 RUNABOUT • red
wasber-dryer:
metal flake, with 75 hp
record player. Call 763Evinrude. Call 753-7136
5646 or 753-2403.
or 153-6701.
KENMORE
SEARS
heavy duty washer and
1973 CHALLENGER H
dryer. Call 489-2538.
bass
boat,
fully
hp
435
equipped,
Johnson with power
FRIGIDAIRE RANGE
trim,.$2695. Phone 437and 18,000 BTU air
4371.
conditioner, both good
22 Musical
condition. Call 753-0217.
FOR .SALE, quality
.items,' electric stove,
desk. lamps, oriental
table, massage table,
Sword, white fabric, 7535281.
16 New
Patterns

Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.

KIMBALL
CENTER

19 Farm Equipment
BUSH HOG type mowers,
4',$295; 5',$325; 6',$475;
Kough
7',
$650.
Equipment. 10 miles
west of Murray on 94.1
Call 382-2207.
FARMALL CUB .tractor.
hydraulic lift, belly
mower, cultivators and
disc, $1500. Call 435-4326.
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $92.50. Standard, $85.00. Truck bed
protectors, 475.00. Tail
gate protectors,
stainless . steel, $15.
Vinson Tractor Co. 7534892.

4110111116iimuhil

d

ay,

MUSIC
601
-

K. Across from Irving
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
Shop if you like, bird
check out prices. Opbn
late Friday nights.

LOOKING
A
FOR
color
bargain in a
TV? Just received a
100
of
shipment
Magnavo": TV. Four
have damaged cabinets,
with_
perfect
TV's
complete new warranty.
Trucking company loss
is your gain. Come in
and make an offer.
Clayton's formerly J&B
Music, Dixieland
,Center, Murray, KY.

APARTMENT NEAR
University,-couple only,
$275 includir4;
Available August 10,4365479.

27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE,1973 mobile
home, furnished with
harvest gold appliances
including washer and
dryer. Very nice. $5000.
753-4074 or 753-1877.
1972 MODEL 12x60, 2 BR
Sunshine mobile home.
air conditioned, washerdryer, and service pole
in good condition, $6,000.
10' 1973 Chasta camper,
condition,
excellent
$1500. 1973 14' John boat.
1974 20 hp Mercury
motor and trailer. 4374331.
VELY TWO bedroom
on
home
mobile
--beautiMily landscaped
srj acre lot. This home is
In excellent condition
with many 'etztras.
Located about 3 miles
out of Murray just off 94
/
2
E. on Hwy. 280 about 11
miles. First gravel road
past East Elementary,
third mobile home on
the left. Can be seen
after 5 p.m. and all day
weekends.
FOR SALE a lot and
trailer furnished and a
big living room added on
and all-newly painted. in
Hardin,$2800. 753-6791.
12 x 34 TWO BR mobile
home, 1977 model with
new type insulation, all
electric, $7500. Call 7538086
1200 5TH Avenue, air
conditioned and partly
furnished, underpinned
with tie down straps.
7534233 after 6 pp.
UNFURNISHED' --L

owners must sell 1977
Skyline, 14x70. Call 4928892 after 5 p.m.
28 Heating & Cooling

PIANOS AND ORGANS KING AUTOMATIC wood
heaters, deluxe por- large
selection
celain cabinet, cast iron
available, rentalgrates, brick lines,
purchase plan available.
$199.95. . Wallin HardSelection - quality ware, Paris.
price cannot' be beat
anywhere. Shop for
29. Mobile Home Rentals
yourself and see. Open
FOR
SALE, 2 bedroom
til
8:00.
Friday's
trailer, Shady Oaks. 489Claytons, Dixieland
2533.
Shopping Center, 7537575.
TRAILER -SPACE for
rent 4 miles west of
23 Exterminating
-Murray has waterline.
Call 753-2987,

Inspection

Reared sod reedy. Up to 12 r 21. Ake Isere style, offices. cottages,
WWI& Meow sid-orrs, sad pekes. Sr 11-1011.0, precut eimpi•toy ready
to assemble op t.74 s 60 Ivy It. best for less.

32 Apartments Fa Rent

Kelley's
Termite
Pest
Control
100 South 1 3tIs
nesse 753-3914
In Bosoms'Over
30 Yaws
Certified By EPA

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent,
LOCAL PERSON wants a
small private apartment, 1 BR near
University. Willing to fix
up. Call E. H. Lax or
Debbie Patton at 7535285.

ilk

FOR RENT, unfurnished
2 bedroom duplex negir
University. Couple or
preferred-,
retiree
available August 1, 7535421.
RE-DECORATED
country home, electric
heat, city water, couple,
garage, garden. no pets,
references,753-7551.
36 For Rent Or Lease
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

37. Livestock Supplies
NINE PIGS for sale, $275.
Phone 4374669 after 4:30
p.m.

BOARDING.
GROOMING
AKC
miniature Schnauzer
puppies. Hidden Valley
Kennels, 435-4481.
CAREN TERRIER
AKC
puppie-s.,
registered. Call 436-2462
or 436-2720, Ricky Rickman.

41. Public Sales
FOR SALE, pictures,
quilts
bedspreads,
curtains, odds and ends,
furniture,
Lowery
organ. 1814 Sherry Lane,
Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday, 2-?

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

Fanse-75 acres griffin 2 moles
of city limits. Nes stock
meter, bares, Nieces Eliot.
meat. Naas' is meaty Witt
with 3 bedrooms, 11
/
2
'
baths,
*apiece, 2 car serer. TWs is
geed farm teed vritk kik
productivity.
lavestewed
property -brick
ileplez located just off 94 East
only urieUtes from therrey.
Nes 2 IN each side, (ppm:kiwi*
, 1950 sq.h., weN
to wall carpets and kritt•iie
applienc•s. Good income
property. Priced it $31,500.

LAKE PROPERTY - 2
bedroom home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront
lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at only $18,500! Don't
delay-phone us today on
this • fine property.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222. ' •

Purdom & Thurma&
Insurance & Real'Estate
Sourhside Court Square

Murray, Kentucky

753-4451 -

4

ellelemelee•

PEOPLE ON THE GO
GO GALLERY

NEW
ANOTHER
LISTING - "Quality
plus" best describes this
MILLIONAIRS need not
new 3 bedroom,- 2 bath
call.. fantastic value is
home located in Hazel.
the only way to describe
Fireplace . . w,ith
this 3 BR double wide
heatalator, built-in
mobile home on 2 acres
in Kirksey area. Sell
appliances, custom built
cabinets, heat pump,
with or without furniture
or will consider trade on
thermopane
windows
property in town. Call - -are only a few of the
quality features of this
Loretta Jobs Realtors at
home. The price is
753-1492 ot 753-2249.
right! 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY.
NEW LISTING - in
753-1222,
prestigious • Oaks
Estates. If you want a
HOUSE FOR SALE by
house that is different
owner. Living room,
from your neighbors,
_dining room, 3 BR,
See this one! Three
family room, utility
beautiful bedrooms,
rooms kitchen, 2 baths,
large bathrooms, stereo
large 2 car garage. 753intercom, heat pump
0559.
•
*add. a large upstairs.
game room. All this plus
fireplace, extra storage
Guy Spann Realty
and well decorated - call
•-•
Your Key People
us and let us shew you
hi Real f%tote
this one. Phone KOP753 7724
PERUD REALTY, 753901 Sycietiore
Murry", Ky
1222.

HOUSEHOLD
SALE.
Owner leaving town. See
items at 207 Spruce
Street.

COZY IS cute but big is
better...Sit on your
screened-in porch and
watch the boats go
by.. Work • in
your
workshop - then enjoy
your own bar room - All
under the spreading
shade trees. Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.

WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
POTPOURI SALE
American Legion Hall central location. This is
Friday July 21, 10 a.m. in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
till? Come and see. .
shopping downtown,
43 Real Estate
school, and hospital. the
home includes - the
drapes, refrigerator,
stove, and dishwasher.
JOHN
. C.
Call
NEUBAUER,
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
BOYDMAJOI
to see this good buy.
REAL ESTATE

SAYS
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate,105 N.12th.

inclUde

room, fa
decorati
study,
sewing i
deck ov,
shaded
garage'.

Waldrop Realty
in Business
Since I 95e,
7534646
"

APARTMENT
BUILDING- We have
to offer 91 renfal
property or hone,
which ever suits you.
The upstairs has been
tastefully reclane for
living.
comfortable
Downstairs apartment
could be finished for
additional income.
Everything you could
want for small investment. Located at 208
S. Cherry Street. Priced
at $24,000. Nelson Shroat
Realtors, Uncje Jeffs
Shopping Cneter, 7591707.

'BRICK H
come pi
into this
and pay
present
come of
This h,
-bedroom
formal hi
room bi
built-in a
central a
beat. Inc
is furnisi
rented for
Located
sity. Phoi
BY

OF /Nom(s,

John Smith, Realtor
Cali
753-7411
(Anytime!)
or call

IsY OWNER on

Ron Talent-753-9894
James Herndon-759-1184
Cynthia Gamble-759-1396
Linda McKinney-753-8567
BRICK HOME plus income property. Move
into this beautiful home
and pay mortgage with
present additional income of $450 per mo.
This home .has 3
bedrooms, 1'2 baths,
formal living and dining
room, birch cabinets,
built-in oven and range,
central air, natural gas
heat. Iacome property is
furnished and fully
rented for fall semester.
Located near University. Phone 436-5479.

CONTO
KEY
VENIENCE
Immaculate 3 bedroom,
2 bath home with central
heat and air, den with
fireplace, attached
garage. Attractive
design _ and_ .__decor
throughout. Extra,
Extra: large modern
workshop building with
concrete floor and 220
wiring. Quality home Good value. Priced in
the high 30's. 'Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
_

South 12th at Sy oorrior•
TELEPHONE 753-1051

('%__Pupplar-Benton

QUALITY
REAL
5271468 7539625

carama Drive. 3 .:13
living room and dining
area combined, kitchen
and den combined,
appliances and curtains
with house, patio with
grill, large established
lawn, built-in garage.
Call 753-4673.

n it°
"
1 BOYD-M111--tVmsREAL ESTATE
7534080
"Professional Services
With The Friendly Toutfi"

Retirees Delight...A
delightful setting, 1
acre only 2 miles from
lake, has 2 bedroom
mobile home plus a 2
bedroom
furnished
cottage for potential
-rental income. Also
workshop, large garden, strawberry patch, fruit trees, grape
vineyard. Total investment only $13,900.
Boyd-Majors
Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

room,
kitchen,
full
aluminum
well, 11-2
limit. Ca
4.

FOR SALE
new on rr
bedroom
in closets,
garage vi
room, cer
and elect
hall, livin
den with,
fireplace
area, kite
washer a
btfilt-in sti
food centi
cabinets,
with buff
central tr
with gril
landscape(
School, /
Place, 752
7906.
ft

B St J HYDRAULICS
436-2788

COU
*CO. FL
with cornbre
;-

BARKLEY LAKE
"Pr,ifessionalServ ices
'
Wrth The Friendly Touch.

TNE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707
Uncle J.f41 SkeeMol Coolig

FOR SALE, by owner; 25.
acres 1-2 mile south of
Grocery.
Wiseharts
Good well and pump.
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 oat 753-2394.

641 N. Only 4.5 miles
from Murray, this
smart 3 bedroom, 2
bath B. V., situated on
2 acres. Central electric heat and air, carpeting,
draperies
quality appliances in
harvest gold, double
garage. REDUCED!
Below
F a r
Replacement Value.
Boyd-Majors
Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

CO. !Homemade t

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
-ceramic-- baths, huge utility roortr,
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garake with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

THE

SAM TI
6 AM 1-11

Ohio Valley Real Estate

/PIS

701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky.42301

PHONE
502-685-4961

•

NEW LISTINGS AT KOPPERUD REALTY

SIXTH SENSE?

POCKET BOOK PLEASER

Yes, a sense of pride in owning this extra sharp 3
bedroom brick hoot on the West side of Murray.
Keep cool this summer and cozy next winter with
central heat and air. Attached garage & covered
concrete patio, attractive carpeting, wallpaper
and paneling throughout home. This will sell
fast! Phone us today! 30's.

Don't miss seeing this neat and attractive 3
bedroom home witidukrnical natural gas
heat,full basement,
ackyard and a price
sure to please. An ex(client starter home or good
retirement horde iocated on quiet street in good
neighborhood. 20's.

HOUSE AND 147 ACRES

New listing in prestigious Oaks Estates. If you
want a hatise that is different frri your neighbors, see this one! Three beautiful bedrooms,
large bathrooms, stereo intercom, heat pump
and a large upstairs game room. All this plus
..liraialace, eats&storage aadaivell-doorwated-palI
wand let us show you this one

'Located near Kentucky Lake and having TVA
frontage, this is an opportunity to own your
private farm with easy access to swimming,
beating-and fishing on beautiful Kentucky Lake.
Home is very ettractive and is situated on fovelr
wooded lot Also -a- restorable log house is on
property. Phone us for all the details.

Member
Multiple
Listing

WANT TO MOVE UP AND OUT?

711 Main
Murray, ky:

HOUSE AND 6 ACRES

Here is that rare home-buying opportwaity„of
good home plus acreage plus close-to-town
location at a reasonable price. Three bedroom
britk home with central heat and air and low
utility bills. Lots of the great outdoors with apple
trees, garden spots and outside building suitable
for horse stable or storage. Phone us right away!

' LAKE IRIING
Extremely attractive A-Frame home near Kentucky Lake. Lovely landscaping and manicured
lawn. Franklin stove in family rooru•-large
concrete patio and wooden dock. Prieedin-the20's,

SMART STYLE--SMART BUY
"Quality plus" best describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home located in Hazel.
Fireplace with heatalator, built-in .appliances,
custom built cabinets,,heat pump, thermopane
windows are only a few of the quality features of
this home. The price is right! 30's.

KEYED TO CONVENIENCE

SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS
Grocery-Gas Station with excellent income
potential located on busy Highway 94, 12 miles
from Murray near Kentucky Lake. Store has
thriving fresh produce business, greenhouse for
plant and flower salek.fishing equipment and
bait sales, trucks for traiMperting.produce. This
is a well-established business and an excellent
income producer. All operating figures furnished
upon request.

Immaculate 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with central heat and air, den with fireplace, attached
garage. Attractive design and decor throughout.
'SS ACRES
Extra, gxtra, large modern workshop building
with eoncrete floor and 220 wiring. Quality home Located just off Highway 280, approximately Per
miles from Murray. Apptoxithately 30 tendahle
-Good value. Priced in the high 30's.. ,
acres fronting on black top road.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

24 Hr. Phone
Ph. 753-1222
REALTOR•

Harry Patterson 492-8302- Bill Rayburn 759-4900 - Geri Andersen 753.7932- George Gallagher 753-8129- Bill Kopperu
'
il 753.1222 t

.•

OWN

kitchen
bSd r6 r
fireplace
gas heat,
shade,7,P
OIL' 01
living al
garage.
Manor,c:

We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East

753-8080

Family Size and Country Style...4 bedroom.
siding
aluminum
home, hall, large
living room, dining
room, closet -Space.
i 1 acre lot
Located on
North.
o641
REDUCED!xt.O$WN18,90E0R.

BY VI
Keenlan
BR, sp

7AE 6‘ife,fg,

.42ghwoi

ProlessueialServicei
With The Friendly Tench"

46 Horn

[ALT O RS

r.

YARD SALE. Friday, &
Saturday 21, & 22, .8-?
Hwy 1836 between Lynn
Grove - and Coldwater.
Piano, clothes, black
diamond cook stove,
odds and ends. 435-4446.

PAGE 11 TN

43 Real Estate

SNUG AS A Bug in a
Rug...You'll erijey the
feeling of contentment'
in this neat 2 BR, F bath
home in Almo. A great
starter home with large
yard and priced to sell at
$14,500. for an appointment
(call Loretta
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492
or 753-2249.

COUNTRY ESTATE An ideal home for the
large family. Five
bedrooms, 2i7 baths,
large family room with
built-in bookshelves,
large recreation room
(24 x 14), fireplace in
living room, abundant
storage areas, located
miles from'Murray,
additional acreage may
be purchased. Priced in
the 50's. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.

34 Houses For Rent

P'ddUeah,

FREE

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

CUSTOM-BUIL1 PORTABLE BUILDINGS

MUSIC LESSONS: immediate openings for"',
piano, organ, or voice
lessons.
Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - beginners to advanced.
Rental purchase plan on
piano
and . organ.
Clayton, Dixieland
Shopping Center, 7537575.

26 HI Radio

•

•
•
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BY -0W-NER-1600
Keenland, 11
/
2 story 3
BR, special features
inclbde formal dining
room, family room with
decorative fire place,
study, price .room,
sewing area, tio and
deck overlooking large
shaded yard, double
garage'. 753-7295.

We have
a rental/7
or hontt<
suits ?you.
s has' been
red6ne for
living.
•
apartment
inished for
income.
you could
small inated at 208
reet. Priced
hos Shroat
neje Jeffs
neter, 759-

on Cirive. 3 BA,
and dining
, kitchen
combined,
nd curtains
patio with
establisher('
in garage.

Services
y 'Cutler

light...A
setting, 1
'les from
bedroom
e plus a 2
furnished
potential
me. Also
rge garrry pates, grape
Total inly $13,900.
Real
s
.12th.

wo full
001T1, 2
• n with
•tached
above.
Price

'BRICK HOME plus income property. Move
into this beautiful home
and pay mortgage with
present additional income of $450 per mo.
This home has 3
-"bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths,
formal living and dining
room birch cabinets,
' built-in oven and range,
central air, natural gas
heat. Income property
is furnished and fully
rented for fall semester.
Located near University. Phone 436-5479.

THREE BR brick, central heat and air, large
kitchen, dining room
combination, large
patio, 11
/
2 miles from
Murray, $32,500. 7539775.
THREE ROOM furnished
house, 10 miles east of
--Murray, $2500. 442-8670.

BSA CUSTOM CHOP-PER 650 engine. New
inside and out. Built
and painted by Jim
DeFew. a rigid frame,
Harley rearend, redcrushed velvet seat-and
lots of chrome, -Ridden
less than 16 miles. Very
reasonable must sell.
Call 1-354-6206. Serious
inquiries only.

EDELBROCK TORKER
Manifold for any small
block Chevrolet. Also
550 Holley carburator
and chrome air cleaner.
Call 753-0487 after 5 p.m.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

FOR TIRES, in-the-field
farm tire service, truck
tire service, front end ,
alignment, brakes"'
shocks, tune-ups, stccessories, andy-pfompt
service, ,ph6ne Advanced Inc 759-4788.

DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared 'of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

R
SALE,
1972
Chevrolet pick-up truck,
V-8, excellent condition.
753-3072 after 5.
EOR SALE, 1940 Fleetwood Cadillac, A-1
condition. Call 753-3613.

ELECLICENSED
TRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

C) 1978 United Feature Syndicate,

SALE,
VW 'ALL YEAR WE PLAN ON HOW TO GET
FOR
dunebuggy, fiberglass AWAY FROM 11 A
-THEN WHEN THE FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
body, Mag white letter TJME COMES WE TARE IT ALL WITH
for free estimates for
wheels,435-4429.
US."
•
your needs.
1975 HONDA 400 Super
Sport and 2 Hondaline FOR SALE, 1972 Interfull face helmets. 753national 1619 ' with . 21'
.MOBILE HOME AN6562 after 6 p.m.
box van with.roll-up
1971 MG MIDGET, good • 1973 BROWN Capri,
CHORS, underpinning
door, V-8, real good
70,500 miles. 753-2349.
condition, $1250 firm.
awnings, carports and
ONE CL 200 Honda, No. 1
condition. Phone - 759759-1490.
roofs sealed. Call Jack
condition, $375. No less.
1811.
1972 DATSUN, -geed- -Glover --753-j'875 after 5
Cell 759-4674 after6 p.rrr- shape, Call 759-1152
-- NICE-TWO BR, living
1974 ;
VOLKS WAGON
p.m. or weekends.
room, dining room, or can be seen at 405 S.
after 4:30.
1967 MAIFANG, 6 cyl.,
Super Beetle. 2 new
10th.
WATER WELLS. Smith
kitchen, utility room,
- automatic, fair contires, new battery, good
basement,
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
full
dition, $700 or best offer.
condition. $1950. Call
FORD customized van.
1974 YAMAHA 360 MX
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
aluminum siding, deep
Call 753-5368 after 5 p.m.
759-4711.
Has 8track stereo, C.B.,
dirt bike, new knobby
/
2 miles from city
well, 11
radio,
AM -FM
• tire chain and rear 1976 VW Rabbit. Call Bob_ 1973 NOVA hatch-back,
limit. Call 753-2841, 8 til
television, speakers
CARPET CLEANING at
Wynn at 753-4333.
sprokett, $450 or best
automatic, litt,wer
4.
front and rear, couchreasonable rates.
offer. Call 753-5368 after
steering-brakes, and
bed,ice box, sink,. portaPrompt and efficient.
1968
5 p.m.
VALIANT,
and
tires
michelon
air,
potti, carpeted, air
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
Custom Carpet Care,
automatic transmission,
trailer hitch, 65,000
conditioned. Call 753new on market brick, 3
'71 HONDA 450 CC, very
power steering, runs
best
$1800
or
miles,
753-1335..
0476.
bedroom carpeted, walk
great, $225. Call 767clean, $625. Call 759-1161
offer. 759-1158.
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
YOUR septic lank
FOR
or 767-4386.
6252.
garage with a *storage
ARROWHEAD
CAMPER
backhoe work
and
1976 VOLKSWAGEN
room, central gas heat
sales has the new
THUNDERBIRD,
needs.' Also septic tank
1967 SUZUKI 200 CC, 1974
Rabbit, ac, radio, 30,000
and electric air, entry
fiberglass cargo cover, . cleaning. Call John
AM-FM 8 track stereo,
• excellent condition, best
miles. Call 767-6101.
hall, living room, large
Hwy 80 East, Mayfield
Mane. Phone 753-8669 or
tilt steering; cruise
offer, 489-2773 after 5
den with, Wgibd burning
436-5348.
control, all power, 53,000 1965
p.m.
PLYMOUTH . Ky. 247-8187.
fireplace and .dining
actual miles, call 753Valiant, straight shift,
CAB OVER CAMPER,
FOR SALE, Essex so
area, kitchen with dish- 1973 HONDA 350 SL. Less
7745.
new tires, dependable, 'sleeps 4, stove, water
bean seed. 489-2602.
washer and disposal,.
than 1,000 miles. Call
cheap transportation.
system $750.,489-2117.
bitilt-in stove with hood,.
436-2262 or 753-8078.
1969 CAMARO, autoCan be seen at 506 S:6th.
'AIR CONDITIONING
food center and many
matic. power steer1974 FORD mini-motor
sales and service, R. C.
cabinets, utility room
ing and brakes, $1250.
home, excellent conEvans,474-2748.
with built-in cabinets, TRUCK TIRE Sale Call after 6 p.m., 753dition-. Da, 75,9-1161;
central vacuum, patio
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
6760.
night, 753-2738.
'I W) PAINTING of all
with grill, intercom,
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
1971 DATSUN 510 wagon.
kinds, call day or night
landscaped, near high
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,-, 1970 IMPALA, 350 2
Red with black interior,
FOR SALE overcab
437-4152.
School, 804 Minerva
$35.39 plus $3.69 FET.
barrel, 15-16 miles per
automatic transmission.
cam_r for long wheel
Place, 753-0196 or 753Wallin
-gallon,-good gas milage.
Hardware,
Air ---donaltiOned, One
base pick-up. Com- BEAUTIFY your home
7906.
Paris,
Excellent Mechanical
owner, 45,000 miles,
pletely
self-contained
with lightweight easy-tocondition. $650 4354165
$1275. Call 753-4599 or
can be seen at House of_ install Eldorado Stone.
after 5:30.
753-1351.
Willow, 4 miles east on
No costly footings or
Hwy. 94. Phone 436-2437
Riiiridations. 100 percent
1974 DATSON 710 coupe, 1974 CUTLESS Salon,
after 8 p.m.
fireproof
masonary
very clean, one owner.
loaded with extras, low
product. Less than the
Needs minor body work',
mileage, 753-9951 after 5
1972 STARCRAFT
cost of natural stone.
$1200. Call 753-6059.
p.m.
Starmaster 6, pop-up
Use for interior or excamper, electricor gas
terior. An excellent doJULY IS...
1975 VOLVO 164 E, ex: 1970 PORSCHE 914, 4
refrigerator, hes
it-yourself project or we
cellent condition. 1973
targa top, moon roof,
COUNTRY HAM
awning, excellent
will install. Buy direct
TR 6, excellent con$1650. Day 759-1161,
condition. Call 436-2489.
from
our factory.
dition. Call 753-0799
_MONTH
night 753-2738.
Timber-Lodge Stone and
753-2317
days,
and
STARCRAET
1974
!. *CO. HAM DINNER . .complete $.225
Fireplace, 706
N.
nights.
1969 GALAXIE 500, One
Starmaster 8, excellent
SPECIAL *-P (Reg.53.95)
with cornbread & white beans!
Market Street, Paris,
owner, excellent concondition. Call 345-2028, Tenn. 38242. Phone
901CO. HAM BREAKFAST . . complete with
dition,
air power, $550._
1976
DODGE
Monaco
Mayfield.
642-1328.
Homemade biscuits and red-eye gravy!
753-5750.
station wagon, 35,000
$925
WHITES CAMPER COMMERCIAL
AND
miles:local car, 43475.
(Reg.S2.95)
SPECIAL
SALES'-yMittait residential backhoe and
Motu',
1975
AUDI
Itel.:LS,
fully
Call
Taylor
753WRAY.
DAY-...WERYDAY
SPfGALS GO-AU
dealer. You've got a
equipped, very sharp,
trenching work and
1372.
THE BOSTON TEA PART'S
good thing going with
hauling. Call collect 437good mileage, priced
US 641 NorthStarcraft. Compete line
reasonable. 628-3527.
4756.
ONE 4 WHEEL drive jeep
travel trailers, pop ups,
Murray, Ky.
truck, automatic, like
parts and accessories. _ PAINTING INTERIOR,
FOR SALE, 1974- Oldnew. Call 436-2427.
exterior. Also dry wall
6 AM TIE 10 PM-MONDAY THEW TINURSDAN
used
Toppers and
smobile
Royale,
power
6 AM TM MIDNIGHT-FRIDAY AND SATURDA1
finishing.
10 years exHigh94
East
campers.
1975 MONTE CARLO,
and air, low mileage,
7 AM TH. la PIN ON SUNDAY
way, 4 miles from - perience. Call 436-2567
triple black, buckets,
good condition, $2650.
Ralph Worley'.
Murray. (all 753-0605.
must see. Call 753-3410.
Call 753-6564.

BY OWNER, 4 large_
bedrboms, 2 ba s,
' kitchen-den -with
fireplace, ce.rdial air,
gas heat,,tiet area with
shade,<Iiatio with gas
gjJE Over 2000 feet
living area and large
,X garage. In Bagwell
Manor,call 753-9602.

FOR SALE Honda 450,
good condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.m.

INSULATION
BLOWN
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310
for
free
estimates.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisetrart,
President. Phone 7539290.
ELECAUTHORIZED
TROLUX Sales and
Service in Paducah, 107
Jefferson. Phone 443- •
6469. In Murray call
Tony Montgomery 7536469.
GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
your
installed per
specifications. . Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
COLLEGE STUDENT
needs lob, will do baby
sitting, house cleaning,
mow lawns. Call Kathy
at 753-0749.
SMALL DOZER.Ideal for
leveling or spreading,
753-0129 or 753-7370.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.
DRIVEWAY WHITE
rocked and graded, riprap delivered and
placed, decorated rock,
all kinds, masonry sand,
free -estimates. .Call
Clifford Garrison, 7535429 after 4 p.m.

el/1,e 5664.44i
gea eceidey

See latest welcbng techmoues for ectuipment recor
PLUS demonstrations of WPM-

,
F

rwg hew eaSy40-use *eking
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a
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mg fun and t 0-4.• to Save

roomy
July 20. 7:00 PAL
Murray Nome & Auto-Chmtwat Street
• LSO."... mays to ro•Let •••1.1
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• let., ••Sw Owart,•041 ooktIong
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oper.
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We have 3 lovely homes for viewing. Two are "Spankinr new western cedar.
conAll have large decks these are beautiful rustic homes with all the modern
room,
family
in
fireplaces
veniences. All have 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, carpet,
lovely kitchen with built-ins, central heat and air. One home is stone andl
cypress and is extra large- with many luxurious features. Surely one of these'
may be just what your heart desires.
Take Hwy 94 fast to 280, go 9 miles on 280 to the Open House signs at Cedarling Hills
(if in doubt about directions call Guy Spann Realty before Sunday, 753-7724)

905 Sycamore
Phone 753-7724
'
Listing
Member of Multiple

toNi. 753 5122

-

Even dr you **Id only occa
sionalty, you will find

Sunday July 23rd 1-5

guy. Spann ROalty

B & J HYDRAULICS.
Service calls or in-shop
-repair of hydraulic
parts, jack rebuilding,
prices start at $17.50.
Hwy 1346 off 94 East.
Call 436-2788.
SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.
NEED TREES CUT?
Landolt Tree Service.
Call George Landolt,
753-8170.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic lank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
years
experience.
Licenstd through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

SOLAR
ENERGY
headquarters,
residential, commercial, and industrial.
Also dealers for Volcano
II, the most efficient
in
burner
wood
America. Solar King Of
Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
W. Broadway.

No othor "do-it-yoorsolf"
method cleans carpets es...

WILY-

38 pound portable powerhouse does all the work

Icil
:
0
1 VItY-and vacu
out deep down dirt and
grime in a single sweep
ECONOMICALLYcleans the way
professionals do-at
a fraction of the cost
t YOU SAVE UP TO
$25,00PER ROOM IL

Newt for only $12.00. day

Rel-lUr Oscar Store
WET BASEMENT? We
make .wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.

gel-Alt Cower 7334642

BLACK MALE Persian.
Very loveable. Need
good home. 753-5190.

209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Friday -7:30-2:30 Saturaay 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE$1.25
PFtICE HAIR CUT$1.50
CALL 753-4013

LEARN 5 WAYS TO WELD

At Beautiful
Cedarling Hills
income
2 miles
re has
use for
at and
.This
cellent
ished

MITCHELL BLACKTOPPIN9 - sealing,
patching striping. For
free estimates call 7531537.

co

George and Tanya, son and daughter
ot-Dr: George V. and Patsy Nichols,
help advertise their lovely and
spacious three bedroom twn bath home
at 1612 Parklane Drive. Extra features
include a large (12 x 25) beamed
ceiling den with fireplace and built-in
bookshelves, gun and firewood
cabinets, an insulated and heated
garage (14 x 31.6) with drain, lighted
workbench and cabinets, large closets
(one walk-in), a carport with storage
room, a 24 x 17 patio, floored attic
storage, three feet roof overhang, low
utility records, a garden and two apple
trees. See inside, by appointment, to
appreciate *this high quality_ livable
home. Pried in low 40s.
call C. 0. Bondurant Realty
753-9954,7534460 or 753-4109.
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Continued From Page One

Mrs. Short's Rites
To Be Conducted At
Chapel Wednesday
funeral services for Mrs.
Willis' Blanch) Short of
Murray Route Two will be
held Wednesday at two p.m. at
, the chapel of the BlalockColenaan Funeral Home with
Bf'o. Connie Wyatt and Bro
John Dale officiating. Bro.
.Joel Smith will direct the song
.ervice with singers from the
Kirlcsey Church of Christ.
Pallbearers will' be Larry.
Jackie, and Garry- Tabers;
Michael Hicks, Bob Neale,
and Jerry Don Neale. Burial
will follow in the Kirksey
('emetery-.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Short, age 69, died
Monday at sevtn a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Kirksey Church of
Christ and a retired employee
of Merit Clothing Company
'Mayfield.
She is survived by her
husband, Willis Short, to
whom she was married on
Jan. 18, 1930: two daughters,
Mrs. Barney Linda ) Tabers
and Mrs. Lubie. Da ytha )
Treas; Murray Route Two;
-. one sister, Mrs. Bryan
1iingviWtNe5e'. Murray;SIX
grandchildren: three great
grandchildren.

staged wildcat strikes.
While negotiators met at a
Washington hotel, a group known as the
Public Service Research Council,
which opposes public employees'
strikes, filed suit in federal court seeking to have any striking postal worker
fired.
The Postal Service has repeatedly
told its employees that a striking
worker could be fined up to $1,000 and
sentenced to a year in jail.
The sanctions were not used in 1970,
however, as part of an agreement that
ended the strike.
Meanwhile, the Postal Service, updating its strike contingency plans, is
considering asking foriederal troops to

Dr. Richard Crouch
FARM TOUR—Some persons involved in the special Johnson Grass farm tour
scheduled for Thursday, July 20, on the farm of Max and Joe Pat Hughes in the Van
Cleve area of Calloway Counts, stand beside a recirculating sprayer, a new implement
used for the control of Johnson grass. They are, left to right, Carmon Parks, president
of the Calloway County Farm Bureau, Max Hughes, Joe Pat Hughes, and Johnnie Stockdale, adult farmer instructor for Calloway County. Lunch is free and the special tour is.
open to the public.

Murray, Horse Cave
Theatres Profiled

•Keritucky Now," KET's
affairs
public
weekly
program, profiles theaters in
HOrse Cave and Murray and
roirtinnC1a09.19rS Pauoing
Ohio River's banks to erode
Thursday, July 20 at 8 p.m.
ET),7 v.m.(CT).
The Kentucky Network also
airs---'Kentucky Now" Sundays at 1:30 p.m.(ET), 12:30
p.m. icr).
Horse Cave Theater apThe funeral for C. G. Harper
to be thriving despite its •
pears
of Anchorage. a former
resident of Graves County, location. What are the secrets
was held this morning at 10:30 of its success? How does it
actors and
at the chapel of the Byrn recruit its
"Kentucky
workers?
Now"
Funeral Home,Mayfield.
Interment was in the finds_oianswers for these
Horse Cave and in
Goshen Cemetery in Calloway questions in
Murray, where the cornCounty.
heavily
- Mr. Harper. age 72, died- munity theatre leans
elementary school
upon
hospital
in
Saturday at a

C. G. Harper Dies;
Funeral Is Today ,

Louisville. He is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Rema Harper:
one 'daughter, Mrs. Gordon
Wet,"San Antonio, Tex.: two
sisters, Mrs. Edd Hicks,
Paducah, and Mrs.( Ted
Green, Mayfield: two grandchildren.

Stock Market
Prwces of stock -of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, hanisbed to the .
Ledger & Times by 'First of tbctidan.
Corp..of Murray.are as follows:
halustrial Average.
-3.11
Air ProdueU
27-4
Amencan Molars
53.. ks
Ashland Oil
bPsunc.
American Telephone
11104+
Ford Motor
41114-4
General Care
1.9% tid,16%4 asked
Motors
'1X14-4*
one.
I Tire
22.1-4
Heublein
312.+
IBM
311P..-4-‘4
McDonalds
541.-N1
Pennwalt
341.+4,2
Pepertco
arstric.
Pet
549rnatc.
Quaker Oats '
2434 4-1.
Tappan
unc.
Texaco
Wal-Mart
Wentlys
Ws bed. W.asked

Hog Market
redore State Martel News

ervice July
a Hog Ma
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts ACT 324 ES. 500 Barrows &
Gilts ZS- SO Mgher SOWS steady to $ 50
lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs
$46 75-4700
US 1-3 2110-240 lbs
$46 50-46 75
US 24 240-260 lbs
$45.50-46.50
US 3-4 200450 It•
$44.50-45.50
but.
pii4voisau
177.00-3S 00
11114$611/Sim.
126.00.77 00
eSaSilbs:
S37 O&M 50
14$11411/110:ta! so-is SO
1.11114111
$35 00-36
Roars FP 00-X.00 .
18. 1978
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Hearing loss
Is Not A Sign
Of Old Age
Chicago, Ill. --IA free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be givea absolutely free to anyone answering this advertisement.
True, all hearing problems
are not alike.. . and some cannot be helped, but oaf, 001.So, send for ..this free model
now, and wear it in the
privacy of your own home. It
is not a real haring aid, but it
will show you how tiny hearing
help can be. It's yours to keep,.
free The actual aid weighs
less than a third of an ounce,
and it's all at ear level, in one
unit
.
Thcse models are free, so
we cliggest you write,for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there
Is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. Thousands have
already been mailed, so write
today to Dept. 2661, Beltone
Electronics Corp.,4201 W. VicUlna, Chicago,60646.

students.
Richard
Valentine,
producing
director
for
Murray-Calloway County
- Comertuait,,e The-it v
,
goes into the schools, "taking
theatre titthe kids."
He feels it is important to
catch students when they need
creative outlets and keep
them involved, thus he uses
the theatre for entertainment
and education. "Everyone tin the community who desires) finds his
place in the theatre," says
Valentine.
The Murray -Calloway
Theatre group recently
r•eceived a grant from the
Kentucky Arts Commission so
it can continue the progress it
has made,

To Begin Practice
In Murray Soon

Dr. Richard H. Crouch has
'announced that he will begin
practicing
medicine in
Murray this month. He
specializes in family practice.
The new Murray doctor is a
native of Glasgow, where he
graduated from Glasgow High
School in 1966. He received his
premedical education at the
Rep. Kenneth Imes, D- University of Kentucky,
Murray, has been named a _ graduatinx in, 1970_ with
Mellibvi of the hitertni JOhlt Bfichetor of Science.
Committee on Labor and
Industry and will attend a
meeting of that committee in
the Capitol Annex at 10:00
a.m. in Committee Room B on
July 19th.
This will be the first meeting
of the Interim Committee and
members will work on
organizing issues and making
subcommittee assignments.
Three subcommittees are
expected to be named and
members will be placed on
either
the
professional
negotiations,
workmen's
compensation or wage. and
hours subcommittees.

Rep. Kenneth Imes
Is Named Member

Of Joint Committee

Dr. Richard H. Crouch
Dr. Crouch earned his M. D.
degree from the University of
-Kentucky College of Medicine
in June, 1975. In his senior
year in medical school he
received the Family Practice
Award from the University of
Kentucky Department of
Family Practice. In 1976 Dr.
Crouch became a Diplomate
of the National Board of
Medical Examiners.

The three postal unions have asked
for a $1,965 wage increase per worker
over two years — roughly double what
the Carter administration hopes the
talks will, produce----.plus NM cost-ofliving protection.
Based on a projectec annual inflation
rate of 7 percent, the unions' wage
demand would amount to about a 13 ,
percent annual increase from the ;15,877 the average postal worker now
receives.
The administration has made the
eventual settlement a key test of its
anti-Inflation program, which attempts
to moderate the large wage gains won
by unions in recent years.

handle the mail, forbidding temporarily some types of mail or requiring
peoploto pick up their mail in the event
of
I management haN reportedly
proposed a three-year contract that
included virtually lio general increase
in the first year except for a cost-ofliving adjustment. The general increase for the second and third years
was described by one source as
"generous."
However, union sources have labeled
the offer "ridiculous" in that it was less
than the 5.5 percent annual increase
President Carter is recommending for
federal workers this year.

strike.

National News Briefs
By The Associated Press
Oldsmobile was seen leaving
NATIONAL
the parking lot of the Southern
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) — Hills Shopping Center late
A nationwide all-points Sunday.
bulletin is out for a beat-up
green station wagon seen
LONDON (AP) — With
speeding with its lights out Secretary of State Cyrus
from a shopping center where 'Vance on hand to nudge them
six restaurant workers were along, the foreign ministers of
later found slain.
Israel and Egypt are meeting
Police spokesman Tom for two days in an attempt to
Mundy said th6 bulletin was get the stalled
peace
issued in reaction to reports negotiations between their
that a 1970-73 wood-paneled governments going again.

A top U.S. official said the
talks between Moshe Dayan of
Mohammed
Israel and
Ibrahim Kamel of Egypt at
Leeds Castle • 45 miles
southeast of. London were
"exploratory," to try to stake
out ground that is common to
both the Israeli and Egyptian
positions. He said
no
breakthroughs are expected.

PARIS(AP)— Ambassador
Andrew Young says the
timing of his remark about
•
IJ.S. political prisoners may
have been wrong but he'll
---have more tosay about "what is a political prisoner in the
meet at the new city-county United States."
park near the old courthouse.
"I didn't overstate the
All the students creative number of people," America's
projects .will be exhibited the first black ambassador to the
week of Aug. 15 at the Murray- United Nations said in an
Calloway County Public interview in Geneva with the
Library. Projects include International Herald Tribune.
papier mache, modeling,
illustrating, original stories
BAGUIO CITY,. Philippines
and poems, wire modeling,
collage, montage, costume (AP) — Defector Viktor
Korchnoi -challenges world
making and film making.
For more information about chess champion Anatoly.
the workshops, call 75.3-7640 or Karpov for the title in a I
grudge match starting today
767-4449.
that may last two or three
months.
Play between the 27-yearold champion and the 47-yearold challenger will continue
until one wins six games.
Experts say they may have to
play 20 to 30 or more games.
knowledge or what you know
from reading the newspaper
WASHINGTON (AP) —
or listening to the radio_ and President
Carter, just
whether you are aware of the .-„
returned from the Bonn
denominiation known as the economic summit meeting
Christian Church (Disciples of_ -where he promised to reduce
Christ) in the United States. U.S. oil consumption, now
Rev. Dunnavant stated that faces the task of getting
he would appreciate it if you Congress to help him make
who receive such a phone call good on that vow.
would help us out so that we
"Each one of us witS
might be able to render a cautious not to promise things
more effective ministry to the we could not subsequently
area in the future.
deliver."

• Murray
Parks
and
Recreation Department will
be sponsoring a variety ,9f
creative arts workshops
beginning July 24 and ending
.
Aug. 11.
Programs will be offered in
creative dramatics, basic
drawing, arts and crafts, and
creative expression.
Registration is currently
going on. The fee for each
class is $8.
Instructors Susan and Jim
Teague will have all classes

Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642

till 8:00 P.m

Mon.,thru Fri.

Cynthia GoOdrich
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STOP...andshop!

resident affiliate member of
the American Academy of
Family Physicians as well as
a member of the American
Medical Association.

Winner of our
July 15 $100.00 Drawing _
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Conducting Telephone Survey

Decorating Center

of the customer's service tralized repair bureau back to
Dr. Crouch is married to the
appears on a viewing screen. Paducah, the new system
will
Then the repair clerks types a .enable us to give better repair former Cheryl Stephens: of
Lexington, Ky. They have two
descripiton of the telephone service."
problem, and the computer
"With our new repair children, Ginger, age 3, and
takes over.
system, we keep the quality of Step-hen, age 6 weeks. Mrs.
Within
minutes,
the your telephone service high Crouch is the niece of Mancil
customer's
trouble
is and keep costs down at the and Anne Vinson of Murray.
His parents are pr. and Krs.
analyzed, processed and same time," he said.
James
J. Crouch of Glasgow.
transmitted by the computer
"Of course, we hope our
to the repair test center in -eusinmers never have to call He is the grandson of Mrs.
Paducah. There, the report is for telephone repairs. But, if James J. Crouch, Sr. and the
screened and- tested. The they do, I think they'll like our late Mr. Crouch of Elkton, Ky.
trouble is either cleared new system." Saute, said.
Pending completion of his
within the central office or a . Sautel
suggests
that iffice in the new Medical Arts
Veterans Counselors To
local repairman is sent to the telephone customers make a Building, Dr. Crouch's
office
customer's premise.
note in their directories of the will be located in Murray'Using the computer, our new repair number for easy Calloway County Hospital
Be In Murray Thursday
people can repair telephone reference.
near the emergency room.
David Brien, a veterans service faster and more efcounselor of the Department ficiently," Saute! said.
Resources, "Although a repair report
Human
for
Kentucky Center for Veterans must travel from the cenAffairs, will be present on
Thursday. July 20, at the Appointment -Announced
Department of • Hum an
Senator Richard WeisenResources, Murray. to assist
berger..
D-Mayfield, has
their depettants
veterans
with claims for benefits due recently been appointed to the
NC 3, Murray
them as a result of their Interim Joint Committee on
Banking and Inhurance
military services. ,
Be Sure
Brien will be at the,, The agenda includes a
Deportment Ithin It:00 am, discussion of billatasigned to
To
Register
the committee that did not
until 3:00 p.m.
pass the 1978 Genera.,
For The
Assembly; automobile inLAKE DATA.
July 31, 1978
surance rates based on age or
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 358.0.
sex
-ta few states have
$100.00
, Below dam 300.2. down 1.3.
eliminated ttve use of age and
Barkley Lake 7 a.m.. 358.0.
Drawing
sex to-t establish insurance
Below dam 304.5. up 9.7 ,
North
12th,
Murray
rates);
life
credit
and;
and
Sunset: 815. Sunrise: 5:51.
health insurance.
11
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First Christian Church

Bel
-Air
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r
Bel-Air

There is a new telephone
number for South Central
Bell's repair service, according to Wafford
local South Central Bell
Manager. The new toll-free
number is 1-464-6611.
The toll-free number connects customers with a centralized repair bureau where itt
trained repair attendant will
type the customer's telephone
number into a computer. he
explained. Instantly, a record

Talki
week,
request
Murray
of art:
SpeCiali
Retir
devoted
recent i
and Got
"One
here. H

Park Workshops Set

The First Christian Church
of
Murray
under
the
leadership of Director, the
Rev. Tony Dunnavant of
Vaniferbilt Divinity School, is
beginning a random sampling
of a telephone survey of the
city and the county to discover
the visibility of the church in
the life of the community.
Someone may be calling you
In June 1978 Dr. Crouch
to inquire if you have heard or
completed a three year-,
know about the First Christian
Residency in Family Practice
Church either by personal
at Spartanburg General
Hospital, Spartanburg, S. C.
During 1977-78 he served as
the Cheif Resident of the
-Family Practice Residency
Program. Last month the
South Carolina Chapter of the
THE HOBBIT - ON KIT—Members of the Murray-Calloway, County
Community., ainerican Academy of Family
Theatre perform scenes from "The Hobbit." Theaters in Murray and
Horse Cave are
Physicians honored Dr.
profiled Thursday, july420 at 7 p.m.(CT)and Sunday, July 23 at, 12:30
_Crouch as the Outstanding,
p.m.(CT), oa KIT.
The Kentucky Network.
Resident for 1978 for SparOpen
tanburg General Hospital
•
Family Practice ResidencyProgram.
.
Currently Dr. Crouch is:a

New BellToll-Free Number Will
Connect Customers To Bureau
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Congoleum

Carpets

Flooring
Gafstar
VinylFlooring
Mannington

We honor Visa & Master Charge
'We Have a Great Gift Line
Phis Wicker Unfinished Furniture"

Hartco.
Solid Oak
Parquet
Floor
Covering
All Maio,'
Floor Covering
Come in and Check
Our Samples Free
Measuring & Estimates.
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